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Former dean
dies at 69

Whether
teaching or just
Iwing a friend,
he was compassionate, toeing,
generous,
dedicated and
extivmely kind,
lie refused to
let anyone fail
whether it was
in his classivom or at a
challenge in
life."

Robert Patton will be
remembered as force
behind business
administration | Page 3

Plans go awry
due to snow
Columnist Alison
Kemp writes about the
issues she has had to
deal with abroad due
to weather conditions
| Page 4

Wait, your
name is what?
According to many
students with rather
uncommon names, a
unique name presents
both advantages and

Learning
community
director died,
touched lives
with his legacy

disadvantages
| Page 7

Don't eat the
peanut butter
Victims from the recent
ice storms were told
not to eat the peanut

Richard Hoffman, director of the
Partners in Context & Community,
died yesterday morning at 11:05 at
The Toledo I lospital. He was 62.
According to a source close to the
Hoffman family, I loffman went to bed
Monday night with a headache and

didn't wake up. 1 lis wife immediately
called the ambulance but Hoffman
never regained consciousness.
Since Wednesday, several journal
entries were posted on caringbridge.
com, a Web site his family is using to
communicate any updates with stuSee HOFFMAN I Page 2
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butter distributed in
the emergency meal

For homeless dogs, a morning
stroll is just a walk in the park

rations, due to the
recent salmonella
issues | Page 11

Making the
exchange

Local woman devotes 17 years to dog walking at the Wood County Humane Society

The U.S. Navy traded
$3.2 million in ransom

ByEllaFowUr

Reporter

money for the MV
Feina freighter
| Page 12

Few weeks left
for action
The award of homeice advantage during
the playoffs may be
slipping away as the
Falcons sit low in the
standings | Page 9

For 17 years, rain, sun, snow or
hail, Connie Donald has always
been walking the dogs.
On a frigid Saturday morning,
Donald and her fellow dog walkers arrive at the Wood County
Humane Society to the sound of
barks and meows.
"The shelter manager says she
can always tell when I am there
because it is a different kind of
bark,'1 Donald said with a laugh.
"You look at |the dog's) face, and
right there, that is all I need."
Dressed in warm snow gear,
she paces herself for the twomile hike in Bowling Green's
arctic wind. The wind chill is
negative 15 degrees, but that still
doesn't stop Donald, who with
red, wind-blown cheeks and a
smile on her face, walks Rosie, a

coonhound who is overly excited.
"Rosie. what is your rush," she
coos. "The dogs are always so
excited to go for their walks."
Donald was recently awarded
the Ellen Fuller Volunteer of the
Year award on Jan. 20 for her
time and commitment to the
Wood County Humane Society.
Honored by the award she
received from the humane society, Donald, who says she has
always loved animals, feels the
dogs make it worth it.
"You don't need awards; all
you need is the look on their
face after a nice, long walk,"
said Donald, who got her first
dog when she was 4 or 5 years
old. "They are more calmer and
more content dogs."
Donald did add, however, that
it was nice to be rewarded.
"I already feel appreciation

from the dogs, but it was nice to
be appreciated from |the Wood
County Humane Societyl also,"
she said. "You put in a lot of hard
work... but I do it because 1 love
it."
Over the years, Donald has
devoted her time and effort to
the Humane Society walking
dogs a mile every Tuesday and
Thursday and two miles every
Saturday and Sunday. But sometimes her shifts as a nurse will
get in the way of her time walking the dogs.
"I would love to be bored for
one day, but there is always
something to do here," she said.
"I work full-time and then I have
my family, my own animals.
And, sometimes I neglect my
husband and want to come out
See WALKING | Page 2

Spirited fans needed to
big Falcon shoes
By Alison Lodge
Reporter

Soon there will be a job opening on campus for University
students. The requirements? A
strong love for the University,
a penchant for being in the
spotlight and . . . feathers.
Think you got what it takes?
The application process for
next year's Freddie and Frieda
Falcon will kick off on Feb. 14.
"I've heard people say that
we only select seniors. That's
not true," said Deb Novak,
assistant dean of students and
official liaison to the birds.
"We need people to tryout
who are willing to have fun
and put themselves out there.
And remember they need to be
the most outstanding fan for
BGSU."
Freddie Falcon wasfirst intro-

If you could put
anything on a leash,
what would it be?

n
KAIIE CAMPBELL
Sophomore. Biology

.«

"Hugh Grant as the
prime minister from
love Actually."
| Page 4

k
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Freddie landed at the
University in 1950 at
a 8G basketball game
Frieda
Falcon
Frieda landed at the
University in 1966 as
"Mrs Freddie Falcon"

duced as Bowling Green's masrot in 1950 at a basketball game.
Frieda came on the scene in
1966 as "Mrs. Freddie Falcon,"
played by a male cheerleader in
disguise. In 1980, she morphed
into the Frieda we know and
See MASCOTS | Page 12

Hundreds expected at free
Firelands financial aid course
By Andy Outicl
Reporter

I

Freddie
Falcon

In a time where money is tight
and educational budgets are
getting smaller, students have
to learn every way possible to
get as much money as they can
for school. Firelands campus is
doing its part to help these students who are in a tight crunch
for money.
On Sunday at 2 p.m.,
Firelands campus will be one of
40 sites across Ohio to host the
sixth annual financial aid event
"College Goal Sunday."
The free seminar will help
familiarize students and family members about the process
of requesting money for school
and fill out the proper forms
including the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid

"The whole purpose
of the program is
to provide access to
higher education..."
Debralee Divers | Director

(FAFSA).
"The whole purpose of the
program is to provide access
to higher education through
financial aid," Director of
Admissions and Financial Aid
at Firelands Debralee Divers
said. "Aid is becoming more
difficult tt> find as budgets get
cut land students shouldl get
those forms in so schools can

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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ston in today, and check out our specials!

See FIRELANDS | Page 12
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'Wheihei teaching 01 jusl
being a friend he was com
passionate, loving, generous,
dedicated and extremerj kind."
I louvouras said "He refused to
yone fail whethei ii was in
his classroom or at a challenge in
life. I le did all he could to relate
Mis lessons i" students interests,
even it ii meant making himsefl
look a linli'foolish."
I louvouras recalled when PCC
; stopped b) hishouseon
, to the foledo Zoo lights
in sing him .1 Christmas carol
called lMi.ii Daddj Honky," a
icharai tei I loffman
rreated .11 Woodward 11 ij^li
School thai he shared with his
i Iniversit) students.
He Mm only admitted to Ithe
.! showed ns the
video ...-mill'on his fat e, laughthe while," I louvouras
le nevei gave up on anynl the person he was on
an) given da) was the same peris 1 1 tl,i . lassroom. fo
ml become
ivhat Dr. Hoffman was, in
ol the classroom, would
.11 honor."
Orlando, hall director of
1.ill. said the Universit)
will nevei know the depths ol
what Hoffman did for the qual-

11 h student's education.
Hi kind ol facult)
de it affairs profes
mid dream of having,"
washisdooi

always open with the students,
ii was open to collaborate with
me daily.

"Although proclaimed by
man) as the best teacher, his
best lessons were always taught
outside ol the classroom,"
Orlando added, "lie truly has
been a genuine friend, bumble
colleague, encouraging mentor
and even a loving father figure in
my life. I dedieaie my future collaboration with academic affairs
to him."
Vanessa Elola. graduate assistant to PCC and colleague of
I loffman said one year ago when
she joined the PCC staff, she did
not know Hoffman would have
such an Impact on her in a year's
lime, and she 1 and imagine the
impact he had in a lifetime.
\liri teaching lot .V.'< years
in the foledo Public Schools, we
will never be able to count the
numbet ol lives Dr. Hoffman
and Sue Hoffman touched,"
-he said. What I can tell you
is that in this year alone there
are 120 PCI students who have
been influenced by him and in
return will continue to touch
the children they teach over
their lifetime. His impact in this
year alone goes beyond PCC
but to the Honors community,
faculty and staff in the College
ol Education and Human
1 levelopment, the foledo Public
Schools, and various campus
nil ices."

At 12:08p.m. yesterday, a fam-

ily member posted this journal
entry on caringbridge.com, "We
thank you for all of your wishes.
We feel very loved and clearly
see just how many people were
touched by him. We couldn't be
prouder of what he has accomplished. We will be strong, and
we look forward to sharing our
cherished memories with you
this weekend. As Huffy would
say,'L1FEIS GOOD.'"
Hoffman started in PCC, a
learning community housed in
Kohl Hall, in Ball 2007 after having taught English at Toledo's
Woodward High School for 34
years.
While al Woodward, he also
served as chairperson for the
English department for over 20
years. In addition to teaching,
lie served as a part-time instructor al the University for 30 years
leaching English composition
courses and some sections for
the Honors Program.
His family has requested all
donations in his name be directed to Woodward High School
in Toledo, and the Partners in
Context and Community program.
l-'ricnds will be received from
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday
at the Witzler-Shank Funeral
I tome, 222 US. Boundary St. in
Perrysburg.
A Celebration of Life Service
will be held on Sunday at the
First Unitarian Church, 3205
Glendale Ave. in Toledo.

PROVIDED BV PCC
ALWAYS REMEMBERED: Richard Hoffnian touched the lives of PCC students in the
al students will remember him for years to come.
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WALKING
From Page 1

here."
Donald, whose four dogs
and two cats keep her busy
at home, dedicates on average eight hours a week to the
Humane Society. But during busier times, like when
the shelter had over a hundred dogs, she can put in 30
hours.
"She has put in thousands of hours," said Julie
Rroadwell, a fellow dog
walker. "She keeps everyone
motivated."
Broadwell added Donald's
pledge to the Humane
Society is unbelievable.
"I have been walking dogs
since April, and I have committed to every Saturday
and to see someone who
does four days a week for 17
years; it blew my mind to see
someone that committed,"
Broadwell said.
When Donald first started
volunteering at the Humane
Society she would only volunteer "once in awhile"
but soon realized that just
wasn't enough.
"I felt bad for them," she
said. "They are in these
cages and a lot of them
came from abusive homes
or they were neglected. They
weren't socialized at all, and
it is really hard to get a dog
adopted if they aren't socialized."
Even when Donald was
the only dog walker, she
would never leave a dog
unwalkcd.
"I used to come by myself,
and 1 would walkall the dogs
alone, just to the stop sign
and back," she recalled.
But her mark on the dogs
even after they leave the
1 lumane Society is unending.
"1 was helping my mother
with the heavy trash one
day," she said. "There was
a man walking down the
street with a dog and I said,
'Hi.' The dog was overly
excited ... I found out later
Ithe dogl was adopted from
the Humane Society, and
it remembered me. That
was so cool and makes this
worth it."
Matt Skivers, who braced
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
FEB. 4
7:13 P.M.
Brandon Smarszcz, 26. of Portage.
Ohio, was arrested for theft after he
was observed removing Wal-Mart
items from their packaging and putting them in his vehicle, which was
being serviced at the store.

THURSDAY FEB. 5
2:32 A.M.
John Jackson, 21, of Toledo, was
arrested for possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia after he was
found with a marijuana joint and
pipe on his person.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list.

"Walking dogs is
nourishment for your
heart and your soul."
Connie Donald | Dog Walker

thechilled January morningtowalk
Sara, a black Labrador retriever,
Shepherd mix, discusses Donald's
devotion to the Humane Society.
"She is a very selfless person, and
she is out here every day rain or
shine," said Skivers, who has been
walking dogs for three years. "Any
free time she has, she devotes out
here."
Donald agreed, saying she feels a
constant pull to be at the Humane
Society helping and walking the
dogs.
"Walking dogs is nourishment
for your heart and your soul," she
said. "It is good for you physically
because of the exercise and good
for you mentally because you are
doing something to help somebody
else out."
Well, one thing is for certain, no
matter the weather, Donald is in it
all for the dogs.
The Wood County Humane
Society is always looking for volunteers. For more information
contact 419-352-7339 or visit the
Wood County Humane Society
open 12 p.m to 7 p.m. Wednesday
and Thursday and 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 801
Van Camp Road in Bowling Green.
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVEN
Sow ew-nli ldi.11 horn pvttilltqsucdu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #9: "You Call That
Dancing"
130.1J1 Union Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room

Former dean of business
college dies of lung cancer

I'II

i •

Graphic Design Exhibition
by Deborah Thoreson
The Little Gallery

p.m.
B6SU Women's Chorus
Formal
118-2 Table Space Union

Singing Grams
118-10 Table Space Union

Billiards Tournament
101 Union-Black Swamp Pub
15 p.m.
Magic: The Gathering
Conflux Release
Tournament
316.318 Union

Texas Hold 'Em Tournament
228 Union Multipurpose Room

8 p.m.
Bad Astronomy
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

• : •
Changeling Movie Event
Union Theater

University chosen to
participate in LEAP initiative
ByEricRMd
Reporter

By John Bis.'sl
Reporter

2040lscamp

9
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Kohrrl A. Pal ton, a former dean of the College of
Business Administration at
the University, died of lung
cancer lasl Thursday al liis
home in Seven Lakes, N.C., ,u
the ageol 69.
Patton joined the Universit]
far ult) in 1967, teaching statis
iii s and operations research.
He was promoted lo dean
of the College of Business
Administration 15 years later
in 1982 and served that position until 1990.
Throughout his time on
campus, Patton took on a
bigger role by sticking to his
values of fairness and commitment.
Madhu Rao, senior associate dean in the business college, rites Patton as an influential factor when making his
choice to join the University
as a faculty member.
"When I came for the Interview, there was a reception
at [Patton'sl house and the
whole atmosphere was so
pleasant thai it was one of the
key points in making my decision to come here," Kan said.
Patton continued to make
a positive impression on Rao
throughout his career.
"When I became the associate dean he told me that I

PROVIDE0 8Y THE PATTON [AMIIY

GOODBYE: Robert A Patton. former dean of the College of Business
Adminstration. died of lung cancer last
Thursday

should uphold my values and

I will succeed, mere maj be
temptations where you will
want to take shortcuts, but
always stand tall." Hao said.
Patton graduated from
Tarkio College in Northwest
Missouri, where he was president of the student body and
captain of the football team.
An athlete and a numbers
man, he got his master's
degree in niathematicsin 1963
and his doctorate in statistics
in [967 at the University of
Missouri.

After retiringfromUniverity
in 1992. a hook scholarship
was set up in his name and is
awarded to business students
at the University each year.
The job of dean came with
challenges, but Patton was
always ready to meet them.
Hi- was always fair in dealing
with issues such as promotions and tenure, but he didn't
back away from making the
tough decision. Rao said.
Patton enjoyed various
sports and played in flag
football, softball, racquetball anil handball competitions regularly, He was also
an avid golfer, bridge player
and loved to water ski near
his retirement home in North
Carolina.
Although he was a very
well rounded person, "Bob
never gloated about himself.
I Ie was one of those guys that
everybody connects with,"

Patti Gnieski, Patton's younger sister said.
Ian Patton is Robert's wife
of 44 years. They lived in
lindlay after he began teaching at the University.
He was always much more
interested in other people
than himself." Ian said.
Robert A. Patton is also
survived by his son Rob, of
Ucstervillc. Ohio, and his

brother Bernard ofScottsdale,
Ariz.

:OLDFOR$26

Tests don't necessarily measure
education, however, learning outcomes do.
The University was one of 12
campuses in the nation chosen
to participate and help lead the
Association of American Colleges
and I (Diversities I jberal Education
and Americas Promise initiative
as well as dieir Valid Assessment
ol Learning in Undergraduate
Education
The University was approached
to participate because it has a
national reputation for being a
leader in these areas, according
to Mark (iromko. interim provost
and vice president for academic
affairs.
One of many reasons that the
University decided to participate
in the programs is because it gives
thi'in a mechanism to lie accountable for making sure students have
a working education, (Iromko
said.
I be LEAP Initiative, which is
actually finished, focuses on campuses promoting learning outcomes to students in all majors
thus creating learning outcomes,
according to the AAC&U Web site.
learning outcomes examine
a student's skills in six areas —
critical and constructive thinking,
communication, engaging others
in action, general and specialized knowledge and personal and
social responsibility.
"Ihere were surveys done that
basically said employers are looking for people that have skills in
the learning outcomes. The surveys mirrored the essentials of
these learning outcomes the LEAP
initiative created." said Stephen
lohn Uingendorfer, director of BG
Perspectives and associative professor of kinesiology.

Piom this initiative a set of learning outcomes were created which
aa' now being implemented in the
VALUE program, which is meant
to find the most effective way of
measuring a student's education.
"We haven't invested a lot in
standardized testing, instead we've
turned to assessments in each
major . . . these assessments are
essentially asking students to do
what they have learned," (iromko
said.
This is accomplished by giving
students more project based work
in order to measure a student's
education level.
"Projects would be a lot more
useful. Some people, they freak
out when they lake tests. Projects
are like networking." sophomore
Colin Veatch said.
Measuring the education of a
student is the main goal of the
VALUE program, and a set of metanibrics were created by combining
the ways in which the 12 participating schools already measured
their student's education.
The University is hoping these
meta-rubrics will be used to measure education more easily on a
national level because they adhere
to the I JAP outcomes.
The 14 meta-rubrics. which can
lx" found on the University's Web
site under the office of die provost, each consist of four levels,
from high to low, that measures a
student's work.
These assessments are meant
to help teachers gauge their student's work based on where it falls
when compared to the rubric.
The
ultimate
purpose
Uingendorter says is to make die
outcomes of a college education
more than just the cerebral stuff.
"The real purpose of a college
education is to transfer it, integrate, apply and reflect on it," he
said.

'Juicy gossip Web site is no more
By Emmffline Zhao

U-Wlre

TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER: Juniof John Bernard auctions off sophomore Jesse Smuda during the Track Club Dale Auction on last night. Smuda sold for $26 was the highest grossing
club member sold "We got more money than I thought we would." Bernard said. *l was pleased

Check us out online at:

www. bg n evfs.com

Looks like the juice wasn't worth
the squeeze.
Popular gossip Web site
hucyliimpus.com will shut down
today because of die faltering
economy, luicyCampus Pounder
and Chief Executive Officer Matt
Ivester, Trinity 05. announced
Wednesday.
"Even with great traHicand strong
user loyalty, a business earn survive
and grow without a steady stream
of revenue to support it." Ivester
said in a statement. "In these historically difficult economic times,
online ad revenue has plummeted
and venture capital funding has
dissolved. luicyCampus' exponential groulii outpaced our ability to
muster the resources needed to
survive this economic downturn."
The site, which first surfaced
on Duke's campus in 2007, allows

users to post
anonymously to message
boards for more than 500 colleges
across the nation. It has accumulated numerous messages targeting individual students and has
sparked controversy surrounding
legal and ethical issues since its
inception.
Duke and other universities'
officials and students have called
the site repulsive and devastating
— but it has still gotten hits. Still.
according to the luicyCampus
blog, Ivester said the decision to
take die site down was unrelated
to legal investigations or feedback
from universities. No plans are currently in place to resuscitate the
Web site, he said.

rr\ Chill Out yoi
We're a cool place to warm up to.

UNIVERSITY
&

Join Peace Corps
ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
TO LEARN MORE
Monday,
February 9th
6 p.m.
Education Building
Room 301

Tuesday,
February 10lh
6 p.m.
Education Building
Room 363

Life is calling. How far will you go?
800.424.8580 | www.peacecorps.gov

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Bring in this Ad
and you will be
frozen into the old rates
when you sign a lease. Offer expires Feb. 27, 2009
Leasing Begins January »9lh. 2009

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 Ixlrm apis.
Heat & Cable Included

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included

DM. BKK K SOUTH Ol WOOSTtM
1520 ( lniii'li Start

Senior Portraits Next Week!
KW^*-

Schedule your appointment now at
www.myseniorportrait.com

(419) 152-01 h4
www.universilvaDailnenls.iu
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HOFFMAN
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dents and friends. The entries
said ii was Hoffman's
to noi remain on life support
and the family kept him on life
support until i stcrdaj because
was > ■!i■ ■ nl his
s birthday.
1 \i~ death came .is ,i shock to
the Pi
community in
red him very
said Gail Brinkei col
close friend of the
lan i.iimly.
was the kindest, most
I .
the pleasure ol working with,"
Brinkei
ihvays stayed
student
"In truth, I entoj just about
ii being an
loffman said
i the Honors
progra
, ige. "I he '.indents I work with are optimistic
ami strongly directed toward
creating good futures for themselves and ol
.in Bryant said
enuine
idon.
was doing
teaching, but
educal
ide me
more inspired to try," he said.
student
Katherine
i louvouras said he was one <>i
the mo
; i ople she liad

ever met
always open with the students,
"Whether leaching or just it was open to collaborate with
being a friend he was com- me daily.
passionate, loving, generous,
"Although proclaimed by
dedicated and extremely kind," many as the best teacher, his
Houvouras said "He refused to best lessons were always taught
let anyone fail whether it was in outside of the classroom,"
his classroom or atachallenge in Orlando added. "He truly has
life. He did all he could to relate been a genuine friend, humble
his lessons to students interests, colleague, encouraging mentor
even it ii meant making himself and even a loving father figure in
look a little foolish.
my life. I dedicate my future colHouvouras recalled when PCC laboration with academic affairs
students stopped byhis house on to him."
the u ay to the Toledo Zoo lights
Vanessa Elola, graduate assisin sing him a Christmas carol tant to PCC and colleague of
colled I'll.u Daddy llonky," a Hoffman said one yearago when
carol about a character I loffman she joined the PCC staff, she did
created at Woodward High not know I loffman would have
School that lie shared with his such an impact on her in a year's
University students.
time, and she can't imagine the
"He not only admitted to [the impact he had In a lifetime.
■ haracterl hut showed us the
"After teaching for 35 years
video ... smile on Ins face, laugh- in the Toledo Public Schools, we
ing all the while," Houvouras will never be able to count the
said. "I le never gave up on any- number of lives Dr. Hoffman
one, and the person he was on and Sue Hoffman touched,"
an) given day was the same per- she said. "What I can tell you
son he was in the classroom. To is thai In this year alone there
live up to and become at least are 120 PCC students who have
half of what Dr. I loffman was, in been Influenced by him and In
and out of the classroom, would return will continue to touch
he a great honor."
the children they teach over
Mike ()i lando, hall director of their lifetime. His impact in this
Kohl Hall, said the University year alone goes beyond PCC,
will never know the depths of but to the Honors community,
what Hoffman did for the qual- faculty and staff in the College
ii\ ofeachstudent/seducation,
of Education and Human
Dick was the kind of faeultv Development, the Toledo Public
every student affairs proles
Schools, and various campus
sional would dream of having,' offices."
he said. "\ol only was his door
\t 12:08 p.m. yesterday, a fam-
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ily member posted this journal
entry on caringbridge.com, "We
thank you for all of your wishes.
We feel very loved and clearly
see just how many people were
touched by him. We couldn't be
prouder of what he has accomplished. We will be strong, and
we look forward to sharing our
cherished memories with you
this weekend. As Huffy would
say, 'LIFEJS GOOD.'"
Hoffman started in PCC, a
learning community housed in
Kohl Hall, in Fall 2007 after having taught English at Toledo's
Woodward High School for 34
years.
While at Woodward, he also
served as chairperson for the
English department for over 20
years. In addition to teaching,
he served as a part-time instructor at the University for 30 years
teaching English composition
courses and some sections for
the Honors Program.
His family has requested all
donations in his name be directed to Woodward High School
in Toledo, and the Partners in
Context and Community program.
Friends will be received from
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Saturday
at the Witzler-Shank Funeral
Home, 222 E.S. Boundary St. in
Perrysburg.
A Celebration of Life Service
will be held on Sunday at the
First Unitarian Church, 3205
Glendale Ave. in Toledo.
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PROVIDED BY PCC
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ALWAYS REMEMBERED: Richard Hoffman touched the lives of PCC students in die
short turp as diiettoi Several students will remember him for years to come.
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WALKING
From Page 1
here."
Donald, whose four dogs
and two cats keep her busy
at home, dedicates on average eight hours a week to the
Humane Society. But during busier times, like when
the shelter had over a hundred dogs, she can put in 30
hours.
"She has put in thousands of hours," said lulie
Broadwell, a fellow dog
walker. "She keeps everyone
motivated."
Broadwell added Donald's
pledge to the Humane
Society is unbelievable.
"1 have been walking dogs
since April, and I have committed to every Saturday
and to see someone who
does four days a week for 17
years; it blew my mind to see
someone that committed,"
lirnadvvel I said.
When Donald first started
volunteering at the Humane
Society she would only volunteer "once in awhile"
but soon realized that just
wasn't enough.
"1 felt bad for them," she
said. "They are in these
cages and a lot of them
came from abusive homes
or they were neglected. They
weren't socialized at all, and
it is really hard to get a dog
adopted if they aren't socialized."
Even when Donald was
the only dog walker, she
would never leave a dog
unwalked.
"I used to come by myself,
and I would walk all the dogs
alone, just to the stop sign
and back," she recalled.
But her mark on the dogs
even after they leave the
Humane Society is unending
"1 was helping my mother
with the heavy trash one
day," she said. 'There was
a man walking down the
street with a dog and 1 said,
'Hi.' The dog was overly
excited ... I found out later
Ithe dogl was adopted from
the Humane Society, and
it remembered me. That
was so cool and makes this
worth it."
Matt Skivers, who braced

BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
FEB. 4
7:13 P.M.
Brandon Smarszcz. 26. of Portage,
Ohio, was arrested for theft after he
was observed removing Wal-Mart
items from their packaging and putting them in his vehicle, which was
being serviced at the store,

THURSDAY FEB. 5
2:32 A.M.
John Jackson. 21, of Toledo, was
arrested for possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia after he was
found with a marijuana joint and
pipe on his person.

*

OHLIN E: Go to bgnews.com (or the
complete blotter list.

"Walking dogs is
nourishment for your
heart and your soul."
Connie Donald | Dog Walker
thechilled January momingto walk
Sara, a black Labrador retriever,
Shepherd mix, discusses Donald's
devotion to the Humane Society.
"She is a very selfless person, and
she is out here every day rain or
shine," said Skivers, who has been
walking dogs for three years. "Any
free time she has, she devotes out
here."
Donald agreed, saying she feels a
constant pull to be at the Humane
Society helping and walking the
dogs.
"Walking dogs is nourishment
for your heart and your soul," she
said. "It is good for you physically
because of the exercise and good
for you mentally because you are
doing something to help somebody
else out"
Well, one thing is for certain, no
matter the weather, Donald is in it
all for the dogs.
The Wood County Humane
Society is always looking for volunteers. For more information
contact 419-352-7339 or visit the
Wood County Humane Society
open 12 p.m to 7 p.m. Wednesday
and Thursday and 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 801
Van Camp Road in Bowling Green.
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GET A LIFE.
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some tvenls tdien from iwilibgsu txfci

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #9: "You Call That
Dancing"
130.131 Union Gallery Space

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

University chosen to
participate in LEAP initiative

Former dean of business
college dies of lung cancer

By Eric (Wl
Reporter

8 am llp.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
2040lscamp
9 d rn

S p.m.

Graphic Design Exhibition
by Deborah Thoreson
The Little Gallery
1 a.m. - 5 p.m.
BGSU Women's Chorus
Formal
118-2 Table Space Union

2-52
Singing Grams
118 10 Table Space Union

5:30-11p.ru
Billiards Tournament
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub
6 -11:45 p.m.
Magic: The Gathering
Conflux Release
Tournament
316.318 Union
7 -11 p.m
Texas Hold 'Em Tournament
228 Union Multipurpose Room

8 p.m.
Bad Astronomy
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.
9:50-11:45 p.m.
Changeling Movie Event
Union Theater

ByJohnBimi
Reporter

Robert A. Patton, a former dean of the College of
Business Administration at
the University, died of lung
cancer last Thursday at his
home in Seven Like.. N.C., at
the age of 69.
Patton joined the University
faculty in 1967, teaching statistics and operations research.
He was promoted to dean
of the College of Business
Administration 15 years later
in 1982 and served that position until 1990.
Throughout his time on
campus, Patton took on a
bigger role by sticking to his
values of fairness and commitment.
Madhu Rao, senior associate dean in the business college, cites Patton as an influential factor when making his
choice to join the University
as a faculty member.
"When I came for the interview, there was a reception
at IPatton'sl house and the
whole atmosphere was so
pleasant that it was one of the
key points in making my decision in come here," Rao said.
Patton continued to make
a positive impression on Rao
throughout his career.
"When 1 became the associate dean he told me that I

PROVIDED BY THE PATTON FAMILY
GOODBYE: Robert A. Patton. former dean of the College of Business
Adminsiralion. died of lung cancer last
Thursday.

should uphold my values and
I will succeed. There may be
temptations where you will
want to take shortcuts, but
always stand tall," Rao said.
Patton graduated from
Tarkio College in Northwest
Missouri, where he was president of the student body and
captain of the football team.
An athlete and a numbers
man. he got his master's
degree in malhematics in 1963
and his doctorate in statistics
in 1967 at (he University of
Missouri.

After retiringfromUniverity
in 1992, a book scholarship
was set up in his name and is
awarded to business students
at the University each year.
The job of dean came with
challenges, but Patton was
always ready to meet them.
He was always fair in dealing
with issues such as promotions and tenure, but he didn't
back away from making the
tough decision, Rao said.
Patton enjoyed various
sports and played in flag
football, softball, racquetball and handball competitions regularly. He was also
an avid golfer, bridge player
and loved to water ski near
his retirement home in North
Carolina.
Although he was a very
well-rounded person, "Bob
never gloated about himself.
He was one of t hose guys that
everybody connects with,"
PattiGnieski, Pat ton's younger sister said.
)an Patton is Robert's wife
of 44 years. They lived in
l-'indlay after he began teaching al the University.
"He was always much more
interested in other people
than himself," Ian said.
Robert A. Patton is also
survived by his son Rob, of
Westerville, Ohio, and his
brother BernardofScottsdale,
Ariz.

Tests don't necessarily measure
education, however, learning outcomes da
The University was one of 12
campuses in the nation chosen
to participate and help lead the
Association of American Colleges
and Universities Liberal Education
and America's Promise initiative
as well as their Valid Assessmenl
of Learning in Undergraduate
Education.
The University was approached
to participate because it has a
national reputation for being a
leader in these areas, according
(o Mark Gromko, interim provost
and vice president for academic
affairs.
One of many reasons that the
University decided to participate
in the programs is because it gives
them a mechanism to be accountable for making sure students have
a working education, Gromko
said.
The LEAP initiative, which is
actually finished, focuses on campuses promoting learning outcomes to students in all majors
thus creating learning outcomes,
according to the AAC&U V\feb site.
learning outcomes examine
a student's skills in six areas —
critical and constructive thinking,
communication, engaging others
in action, general and specialized knowledge and personal and
social responsibility.
" There were surveys done that
basically said employers are looking for people that have skills in
the learning outcomes. The surveys mirrored ihe essentials of
these learning outcomes the LEAP
initiative created," said Stephen
John Langendorfer, director of BG
Perspectives and associative professor of kinesiology.

From this initiative a set of learning outcomes were created which
are now being implemented in the
VALUE program, which is meant
to find the most effective way of
measuring a student's education.
"V\fe haven't invested a kit in
standardized testing, instead we've
turned to assessments in each
major . . . these assessments are
essentially asking students to do
what they have learned," Gromko
said.
This is accomplished by giving
students more project based work
in order to measure a student's
education leveL
"Projects would be a tot more
useful. Some people, they freak
oui when they take tests. Projects
an' like networking," sophomore
Colin Veatch said.
Measuring the education of a
student is the main goal of the
VALUE program, and a set of metarubrics were created by combining
the ways in which the 12 participating schools already measured
their student's education.
The University is hoping these
meta-rubrics will be used to measure education more easily on a
national level because they adhere
to the LEAP outcomes.
The 14 meta-rubrics, which can
be found on the University's Web
site under the office of the provost, each consist of four levels,
from high to low, that measures a
student's work.
These assessments are meant
to help teachers gauge their student's work based on where it falls
when compared to the rubric.
The
ultimate
purpose
Langendorfer says is to make the
outcomes of a college education
more than just the cerebral stuff.
"The real purpose of a college
education is to transfer it, integrate, apply and reflect on it," he
said.

' gossip Web site is no more
By Emmeline Zhao
U-Wire

TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER: Junior John Bernard auctions off sophomore Jesse Smuda during ihe Track Club Dale Auction on last night Smuda sold for $26 was the hqhes! grossing
club member sold "We got more money than I thought we would." Bernard said. 'I was pleased
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Join Peace Corps
ATTEND AN INFORMATION SESSION
TO LEARN MORE
Monday,
February 9th
6 p.m.

Tuesday,
February 10,h
6 p.m.

Education Building
Education Building
Room 363
Room 301
Life is calling. How far will you go?
800.424.85801 www.peacecorps.gov
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Looks like the juice wasn't worth
the squeeze.
Popular gossip Web site
luicyCampus.com will shut down
today because of the faltering
economy, luicyCampus Founder
and Chief Executive Officer Matt
Ivester, Trinity '05, announced
Wednesday.
"Evenwith great traffic and strong
user loyalty, a business can't survive
and grow without a steady stream
of revenue to support it." Ivester
said in a statement. "In these historically difficult economic times,
online ad revenue has plummeted
and venture capital funding has
dissolved. luicyCampus' exponential growth outpaced our ability to
muster the resources needed to
survive this economic downturn."
The site, which first surfaced
on Duke's campus in 2007, allows

Chill Out you're home now!
cool plac

UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Brine in this Ad
and you will be
frozen into the old rates
~

i

HI

when you sign a lease. Offer expires Feb. 27. 2009
Leasing Begins January 19lh, 2009

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apts.
Heat & Cable Included

UNIVERSITY COURTS
1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
Heat & Cable Included

u\i mini, soi mm HOOSMK

Senior Portraits Next Week!
1

llW***'

users to post
anonymously to message
boards for more than 500 colleges
across the nation. It has accumulated numerous messages targeting individual students and has
sparked controversy surrounding
legal and ethical issues since its
inception.
Duke and other universities'
officials and students have called
the site repulsive and devastating
— but it has still gotten hits Still,
according to the luicyCampus
blog, Ivester said the decision to
take the site down was unrelated
to legal investigations or feedback
from universities. No plans are currently in place to resuscitate the
Web site, he said.

Schedule your appointment now at
www.myseniorportrait.com

(4l9)552-0lM
i.uiiiu'iMt\.ii>.u'inKiUvu..
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"You don't need awards, all you need is the look on their face after a
nice, long walk. They are more calmer and more content dogs.
- Connie Donald, on walking dogs from the shelter [see story Page 1].

THE STREET
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If yon could put anything on a leash, what would it be?

"The giant statue of

"The women on The

"I'd put my girl on a

Jesus in Brazil, just

View."

leash."

I*

Have your own lake on

to take him down a

today's People On The

*

notch."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

BRIAN BROWN.
Senior,
French

JABARI THOMPSON
Sophomore,
Speech Pathology

FRANK CAU.
Sophomore,
Computer Science

KRISTEN MATTHEWS.
Grad. Student.
German

Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.
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Snow and being an American
create problems in Dublin, London

DUBLIN —My adventures have
gone wildly amiss,
The only dme I didn't have
any problems was on the flight
to London from Salzburg,
After getting off my flight, I
headed to the "everyone-whoisn't-a-European-Union-citizen
gate," where I was hassled about
entering Great Britain.
This was the second time
where being an American lias
been problematic. The first was
when I was leaving Romania
and entering Hungary. My
Amcrican-ness caused the car
to be searched.
But hack to London.
Afterthat. all things went well
for a couple of days. The hostel
wasn't too had, other than there
wasn't any heat in my room.
I toured lots of museums,
hung out with some other
Americans I knew from Austria
who were also touring London,
loved the underground (or
"subway" to Americans) and, in
general, learned lots, especially
about lack the Kipper (I recom
mend the tour from Original
London Walks to anyone, especially with the guy who is the
foremost expert on lack).

And then came Sunday
night.
The snow began to fall sporadicalh at First, and then there
was a deluge.
It snowed the entire night,
and by Monday morning, there
were six inches. Now, that's
really not a lot of snow, but
when a city that usually doesn't
get snow gets that much, it is
disastrous.
Allbiisscrviccswcrccanceled.
Ten of the II underground lines
were cither closed or partially
shortened. Museums and stores
were running short-Staffed

because the empk tyees couldn't
get to work.
This made for an interesting
da) to be a tourist, especially
when six indies of snow really
isn't a problem for me (except
that I had sneakers on).
So instead of touring the
Tower of I ondon complex like I
had planned, I did some things
that were not on mv must-do
list.
I heard an organ recital at St.
Martin-in-the-l ields. I went to
l'addington Station and look a
picture of the l'addington Hear
statue. I went to Hard Rock Cafe
for a pin to add to my collect ion.
I spent the rest of the day working on an css.iy
The snow was the "otst in
lit years, reports said. A lot of
newspapers were giving the
mayor a hard time for not having done a better preparatory

job, because the snow had been
expected.
But the mayor said London
isn't New York, Vancouver or
Moscow, and there isn't a need
to have lots of grit and snowplows on hand.
I was worried I wouldn't get
out of London on Tuesday for
my i light to Dublin.
I was worrying about the
wrong thing. The bad weather had migrated to Ireland,
so my flight was delayed for
three hours. The weather on
Wednesday wasn't nice, but it
wasn't raining or snowing, so I
won't complain.
I was able to tour most of the
center of t he city, went to a couple museums, walked around
the Trinity College campus and
ale a hamburger at a traditional
Irish pub for lunch.
The poor weather returned,
bringing rain and snow.
As I was writing this yesterday in the Dublin airport, the
snow was accumulating a bit.
hut really not affecting flights.
The only ones affected were
the ones to Britain because the
weather was still awful there.
Overall, Dublin wasn't the
greatest experience ever. The
bus system was exceedingly
difficult to use, because the
-lops areh'l marked with the
stop name and the buses don't

KEITH PAKIZ | THE BG NEWS

Peanut butter companies not .
only culprits in salmonella case
By Brian Ellcr
, 1 Wire

We all remember the threats our
parents gave us to stop misbehaving.
"If you do that one more time,"
or, "OK, I mean it this time."
I suppose that's what the l-'ood
and Drug Administration kept
telling the Peanut Corporation
of America in response to its salmonella problems, until death
reports began to surface and the
nation grew increasingly wary
of putting those peanut butter crackers in their children's
lunch.
Since 2007, the Peanut
Corporation's plant in Georgia
has tested positive for traces of
salmonella a stomach-churning
12 times. A dozen separate incidents in which a disease that
can spread rapidly and cause
typhoid fever and death simply
passed by the FDA with a check
mark on the report sheet.
Federal inspectors found several instances of mold, leaky
roofs, unsanitary work stations
and even cockroaches in the
Blakely. Ga„ plant. Despite the
findings, the owner of the plant
sa id t he problems were "relat ivcly minor." I only care for a hint of
cockroach in my peanut butter,

See KEMP | Page 5

Second Amendment shouldn't
be used to justify deadly firearms
ByVin..tTiruv»di
U Wire

yesterday's policies?

It wouldn't be too radical to suggest the 18th century was very
different from the 21st century,
but bring up gun control laws
and the differences are suddenly inconsequential. A glance at
technology's relentless advance
over the past three centuries
readily demonstrates the stark
contrasts between today's firearms and the antiquated firesticks of an equally antiquated
era.
The relentless advance has
most recently shifted its focus
towards non-lethal, or compliance, weapons. This begs one
to reconsider gun control issues
with a distinctly modern eye.
Do tomorrow's guns change

Gun culture isn't the subtlest
cultural facet throughout the
South, of which Texas A&M is
an ardently enthusiastic constituent. It's (somewhat) understandably important to people.
But asalicnt feature ofAmerican
society is the ability to adapt to
new technologies and, in the
face of a bettei solution, let go of
bygone ways.
Gun culture and the Second

Amendment of the Constitution
dictate that every American has
arighttobcararmsidevicesthal,
at thelimeof our nation'sfounding, fired solid little balls at 450
meters per second after loading
the gun with black powder and
ammo at the muzzle end. \\e'\ e
had no qualms in applying the
Second Amendment to today's

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something'you want to say about an opinion column or news story?,
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

semi-automatic technological
marvels, so why slop there?
Non-lethal weapons have
(nine a long way, now encompassing everything from mace
tii the painfully efficient Active
Denial System, amilitary directed-energy weapon capable of
sending the most hardened
Steven Segal-like tough guy
heading for the hills. It does this
not by throwing more bullets or
puncturing more organs, but
in inicrowaving your skin and
causing an unbearable amount
of reversible pain. This technology has gone through a barrage
of testing and, although it garners its own share of concerns,
is in the process of becoming
a field weapon in today's conflicts.
There are many other avenues available to develop
even more impressive and
effective non-lethal arms,

thanks.
Only after 12 separate reports
of salmonella in the corporation's plant are fingers finally
being pointed in search of the
answers.
The truth is, the blame needs
to be placed on both the FDA
and the Peanut Corporation of
America plant in Georgia. Both
parties are the culprits in this
"sticky" situation.
Surely one or two outbreaks
can be swept under the media
rug. It's this 12th incident that
has finally captured the nation's
attention and concern, however.
Since September 2008,500 cases
of salmonella have been reported across 43 states and Canada,
including eight fatalities. All it
took was a countrywide scare
and multiple deaths for people
to worry about this.
I admit I am guilty of the
same blindness. Until this most
recent outbreak I hadn't heard
much news about these repeated instances by the company,
or put stock into their severity. Apparently the FDA didn't
either.
It's becoming a scary thought
that the organization designed
to protect consumers from
harmful foods and drugs is failing to do so. While the Georgia

plant has had a number of incidents, the more habitual action
seems to be the FDA's failure to
do its job and its inability to take
action against these violations.
Only after the guys in
Washington, D.C. ask questions does the FDA step in and
take names. And after learning
President Barack Obama is dissatisfied with the job of the FDA,
and plans to appoint a new commissioner of the organization
are underway, now the administration is demanding a criminal
investigation.
This isn't the first time the FDA
has faced criticism for itsactions,
or lack thereof. In the last 15
years there have been numerous
cases of contaminated products
from companies that never saw
the courtroom.
Eight years ago, the Sara Lee
Corp. was fined just $200,000
for pleading guilty to selling bad
meat that killed 15 people.
In 1993, an E. Coli outbreak
that sickened more than 700
people and killed four who ate
under cooked Jack in the Box
hamburgers did lead to tighter
agriculture standards, but no
one was ever prosecuted.
And just three years ago, pros-

See PEANUT|I
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CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to
write columns and illustrate for us.
•

Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

See GUNS | Page 5

■ E-mail us at trienews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center,

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
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210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum. '

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns ate printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before pnnting The
editor may change the heaoVies to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her dscrebon
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Dual enrollment benefits high
school students, saves money

University presidents exempt
from Strickland pay cuts

By Stephen Majors
By Julie Carr Smyth

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS —Ohio's university
presidents and their senior advisers, who rank among the state's
highest paid public employees,
will not he asked by GoV. led
Strickland to take the pay and
benefits cuts he's asking most
state employees to take.
Led by Ohio State University
President Gordon Gee, the high
est paid public university president in America, the 154 Individ
uals at Ohio's 14 four-year public
institutions made a combined
S35 million last year, accord
ing to figures compiled by I be
Associated Press.
Gee makes $775,008 a year
before bonuses. The median sal
ary for public university presidents In the state is $355,000, the
data show.
Strickland seeks a (i percent
pay cut from unionized agency
workers in the upcoming two
year budget. It such a cut were
applied to all univcisin presi
dents and their cabinets, it would
amount to about S2.1 in million
savings.
Strickland
spokeswoman
Amanda Wurst says the governor's budget plan targets only
state agencies over which he has
direct authority for the pay and
benefits concessions
which
includes his own office. Along
with the pay cut. he lias asked
state workers to assume 1(1 per
cent of their health insurance
premiums to make ends meet.
Daniel Bennett, executive
director of the Washington.
D.C.-based Center for College
Affordahility & Productivity,
advocates paring back university
salaries and all but educational
programs during hard times.

"Our view is that college presi
dents should he compensated
for performance." he said. "So
if they're doing a great job. then
we don't necessarily mind that
they're getting high pay. But
there should be some objective
measure of that, such as the job
they do retaining students or
their graduation rate."
Bruce Johnson, president of
the Inter-University Council of
Ohio, said colleges and universi
ties have to spend what is neces
sary to attract talented people.
"These are big places with,
many times, hospitals and thousands of employees." he said.
"And generally, as compared to
private sector jobs, the CEO is
not overcompensated."
Bennett said his center, found
ed on the heels of t he 2006 report
of the Commission on the Future
of Higher Education, discourages the operation of research hospitals, dormitories and student
recreational facilities by universities, viewing such endeavors as

COLUMBUS — A few hundred
Ohio high school seniors are
making the jump to college a
J eat early for free, pleasing cashstrapped parents and illustrating
a growing national trend of starting college sooner.
About 375 Ohio high school
students are enrolled in the
Seniors to Sophomore pilot program, earning college credits and
satisfyinghigh school graduation
requirements simultaneously
while enrolled full- or part-time
on a college campus.
This first year of college is
free to the student — a powerful sweetener when families arc
trying to condense their budgets in rough economic times.
< HTicials in Ohio, where only one
ol live adults is a college graduate, believe the program will get
more students interested in college and eventually help revive a
sagging economy.
"It's possible more parents will
encou rage t heir child ren to enroll
in dual enrollment, thinking that
dual-enrollment credits will save
them from paying tuition down
the road." said lenniter Dounay,
senior policy analyst for the
Education Commission of the
States. Beyond the financial benefits, students view the early college coursework as a boost in the
increasingly competitive world
of college admissions, Dounay
said
Dual-enrollment programs

KIICHIRO SATO
UNIVERSITY SALARIES:
on the c.

KIICHIRO SATO I AP PHOTO
STATE BUDGET: Strickland is asking
Ohioans to pay more to farm, drive, enjoy
the outdoors, keep the environment clean
and do business in the state. His J55 billion budget proposal released Monday
increases 120 state fees, calls for pay cuts
of up to 6 percent for all state employees
and empties the state's rainy day fund to
make up for a projected S7 billiondefiot
amid a slumping economy.

aren't new or rare. In 1997, Idaho
became the first state to allow
students to participate full-time
in dual-enrollment courses,
according to the Education
Commission. Currently, only
four states don't have statewide
programs.
The number of students taking
advantage of the programs has
increased steadily. Prom 20022007 in Iowa, for example, the
number of high school students
earning college credits at community colleges increased 60

percent

Ohio's Seniors to Sophomores
program is rare Ixrause the students can be full-time on college
campuses at no personal cost.
Only ten states allow high school
students to enroll full- or parttime in college, while 22 of the 46
states that have dual-enrollment
programs make students pay the
tuition.
Ohio has had a post-secondary enrollment option since 1989,
with 11.890publicscboolstudents
involved in 2008 out of roughly
150,000 high school seniors. But
Seniors to Sophomores, introduced by Gov. Ted Strickland for
the current school year, explicitly enables credits to count for
both college and high school and
Immerses a student on a college campus. The program was
designed to boost dual-enrollment participation.
T know that if I have leeway
to slack off then I will, and there
is no leeway when you're taking
college classes," said Catherine
Packer. 17, a senior at Mifflin
High School in Columbus who's
attending Ohio State University.
"The teachers expect more.
The environment is different.
Students actually want to learn."
Administrators agreed the
program places more pressure
on students to perform.
"There is a certain amount of
risk for the students," said Kristen
ligg, associate dean at Kent State
University's Salem Campus. "If
they don't pass the course then
they are going to have a problem
graduating from high school."

i Gordon Gee talks to students
■'< employees, its uni-

.

versity p'

I be subject to a 6 petcent pay cut imposed in Gov.

Strickland bill bans corporal punishment

Ted StikUand's budget of "shared sacrifice" Top officials at the state's 14 four-yea' universities
earn a combined S54 6 mi

' he Associated Press. Nationally.

i pay increases of 8 percent in the last fiscal year and the number of
By Lisa Cornwcll

high-paid administrative jobs are on t

The Associated Press

pushing up the overall costs of
college to students and taxpay
('IV

Data collected from all 14 four
year universities in Ohio show
that 28 of the 154 administrators
earn S300.000 or more per year.
For 11, the figure includes a car
allowance. The numbers don't
include benefits or bonuses
University of Cincinnati
President Nancy Zimpherispaid
$418,789, the next highest president's salary under Gee's.
The states four-year universities arc: Ohio Stale. Ohm
University, University oi Akron,
University of fbledo, Kent
State. Bowling Green, ( entral
State. Cleveland Slate, Miami
University of Ohio. Cincinnati,
Youngstown Stale. Wright
State, Shawnee state and the
Northeastern Ohio Universities
Colleges ni Medicine and
Pharmacy.
Hie eight highest paid central
office university administrators
In the state work al Ohio State,

according to salary information
provided to the AP by the institutions.
Ohio state spokeswoman
Shelly Hoffman said the university annually benchmarks the
salaries of its administrators and
stall to national normsformajor
four yeat research universities,
and they are not out of line.
" I he university aspires to be
one of the lop 10 research tiniversities in the country, and if
you look at when' we've come
from In terms of our Investment
in the last in years or so. clearly
you can see those rc-iills," she
said.
Hoffman pointed out that 85
percent ol Ohio Slate's budget
comes from non-public sources
and that its research hospital is
the fastest growing employe! In
the region.
AccordingtothecoUegeaffordability center, the ratio of administrators per 1,000 students grew
from 9.22 in 2(11)3 to 10.06 in 2007
at public, four-year colleges.

Gov. Ted Strickland's budget
bill will contain a statewide
ban on corporal punishment
in schools, a change that would
take the decision on whether to

allow spanking and other forms
of physical discipline out of the
hands of local school boards.
Strickland's education policy
adviser, John Stanford, said during a press briefing yesterday
that the administration views
the change as key to creating
ideal learning environments for
Ohio children.
The proposal will be part of
sweeping education reforms
the governor announced during his recent State of the State
speech, according to Amanda
Wurst, a spokeswoman for the

governor.
"The governor does not
believe that corporal punishment has a place in a 21st century classroom," Wurst said.
In the 2006-2007 school year,
672 students received corporal

Now Leasing for
2009-10 School Year

"The governor does
not believe that
corporal punishment
has a place..."
Amanda Wurst | Spokeswoman
punishment in Ohio, according
to Human Rights Watch.
An official with t he (lolumbusbascd Center for Effective
Discipline, said her group and
others have worked bard to get
such a ban in Ohio, and she is
hopeful that the latest proposal
will succeed.
"It's banned by 29 states, and
it's time for Ohio to join them,"
said Nadine Block, executive
director of the national nonprofit group that provides information to the public on effects of
corporal punishment and alternatives. "The practice has been
going down every year, and it's
really lost its public acceptance."
Some of the states that ban
paddling include Michigan,
Minnesota. Pennsylvania and
West Virginia.
A limited ban enacted in Ohio
in 1994 prohibits spanking and
other forms of physica I d iscipl ine
unless a school board follows
several procedures before vot-
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ing to allow it. Parents in those
districts may refuse to have their
children paddled.
That law left a loophole for
districts to keep paddling," said
Block.
Since the 1994 legislation, hills
have heen introduced periodically to expand the ban but have
never resulted in further action.
While some national education groups haven't taken a position on paddling, the national
I*TA believes paddling should be
banned everywhere. The groups
president, Jan Harp Domene, has
said that paddling perpetuates a
cycle of child abuse.
Research shows that corporal
punishment is used more with
minority children and in certain
states.
Black students and Native
Americans are more than twice
as likely to be paddled than their
white counterparts, according to
a st udy of P.ducat ion Depa rt ment
data released in August by
Human Rights Watch and the
American Civil liberties Union.
Texas and Mississippi accounted
for the highest number of students receiving physical punishment in 2006-2007, with more
than 49,000 in Texas and more
than 38,000 in Mississippi,
according to Human Rights
watch.
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The. Eashion Files:
Suiting up

IN TOWN
Undergraduate •
Art and Design
Exhibition

By Dtrrii Carmnm
Puke Reporter

The University's annual
exhibit will begin Sunday
widi a reception from 2 '

Would you haw voted for John
McCain if he appeared in royal
blue pin strijx.' suits during his
campaign? Would you have
thought any different of Barack
Obama if he attended debates
wearing Michael Jordan basketball
shoes with Abercrombie hooded
sweatshirts?
Although answers may vary,
wardrobe is a key factor in running a reputable political campaign. Those not associated with
the clothing and beauty industries
often view them as markets for
non-essential goods It is true that
the $5,000 suits worn by Obama
and McCain play no part in their
ability to be great politicians.
However, appearing in an ill-fitting
$200 suit may leave a hopeful politician looking weak, untrustworthy,
and irresponsible.
There is no doubt that the thousands of dollars invested in stylists are effective in persuading
voters According to a University
survey following the election, a
vast majority of students take into
consideration non-political issues
when casting their vote. Meaning,
it is a social fact that appearance,
personality and wardrobe are key
factors in any campaign.
Ixioking back at the election. I m
sure many of us recall the Republic
National Committee dishing out
$150,000 for Sarah Palin's new
wardrobe. This was reportedly an
attempt to transform Palin from
the Alaskan soccer mom to an
Alaskan soccer mom resembling a
Fortune 500 CEO.
Following $75,000 shopping
sprees at stores like Neiman

- 4 p.m. in the Dorothy
Uber Bryan and Willard
Wankelman galleries in
the Fine Arts Center. The
exhibit will be on display
until March 1. and
admission is free.

Howard's Club H
Tomorrow at Howards
Club H, Chicago Afrobeat
Project will be performing
along with Boogie Matrix
Mechanism Call 419 3523195 for more
information about the
event.

TOLEDO
Dave Mason
Tomorrow at the Best
Buy on Monroe Street.
2004 Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame inductee Dave
Mason will perform a

1
tfcfl

1 Barack
Obama
1 The President
1 suits up for
1 office

n

1 Sarah
Palin
The Alaskan
Gov. turns
trendsetter
"
Marcus, we began to see what
appealed to be a new vice presidential candidate traveling the
Country It is no coincidence Palin
began to do more televised events
with McCain. Various national
polls soon began to report the
support for Palin had grown substantially. This could very well be
contributed to many other factors
but I would bet it had a lot to do
with a growth in male supporters
Palin's makeover may haw come
at the expense of SI50,000. but it
could very well have kickstarted
her journey to the White House.
The rumor around Washington is
that Palin is already campaigning
for 2012.
Could it be that the best wardrobe and makeup decides our
political leaders? We can only
hope this is not the case. For years,
consumer scientists have studied
the effect color and fabrics have
on consumers It's a consensus
that our American culture has
helped us internalize an association between clean, groomed and
See FASHION | Page 8

30-minute free concert
to promote his new solo
album titled "26 Letters
and 12 Notes" He will be
available to sign
autographs afterward.

GAME

Bye, Bye Birdie
Valentine Theatre, the
musical "Bye. Bye Birdie"
will be performed with
its lineup of momentous
hits including "Put on a
Happy Face," "One Boy"
and 'Hymn for a Sunday
Evening'" Call 419-2422787 for more information.

ELSEWHERE

<VW

Center for Fine and

experience "Infuences:

APPLE
Gweneth
Paltrow

Eclectic duo bring out
their
By Malt Liaise
Pulse Reporter

See NAMES | Page 8
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Community College

trip back in time as you

Howard's Club H at 9 p.m.

First impressions are always important and are based on
an array of different elements — personality, handshake,
body language or humor.
But for some people, they are remembered just by saying, 'Hi, my name is r.."
"|My name] is an icebreaker and that's good," said
Bambi Gonwa, who was named after her mother's best
friend from high school.
With stars in Hollywood naming their children unique
names such as Coco, Apple, Bronx, Sunday Rose, Kal-el
and Zolten, interesting names seem to be a recent fad.
But for those who don't have fame and power, growing
up with a unique name hasn't always been that easy.
"I was teased when I was little about my mom dying

Today at 8 p.m. at Owens

Performing Arts, take a

catchy and minimalist-inspired, with some dark yet deep lyrics" They'll be performing today at

Story by Ella FowUr | Reporter

Today at 8 p.m. at the

Perrysburg
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MUSIC WITH A BITE: The newly-formed band Fangs Out describe themsevles as 'artsy,

DIVA THIN
MUFFIN
Frank Zappa
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BLUE
ANGEL

PILoY"
INSPEKTOR

Whitaker

The Edge

Jason Lee

Motown Greats" with the

Fangs Out may not be aired on
MTV or playing at New York
City's Madison Square Garden,
but their love for music is shown
vividly in a down-to-earth way,
and they're willing to prove that
statement tonight at Howard's
Club H.
The duo. consisting of friends
Mark Peterson and Samantha
Wandtke, have been taking their
self-taught musical skills to new
levels with their band Fangs Out,
started in September 2008. They
describe their unique sound as
a sweet combination of "simple
rock n' roll": artsy, catchy and

minimalist-inspired, with some
dark yet deep lyrics.
The two's friendship formed
after recognizing their similar
eclectic tastes in music, and
formed their first band. Bullet
Teeth, with three other friends.
But after a few years of touring with them, the band members grew apart, and it became
impossible to keep their music
going. That is when Fangs Out
came to be. which they described
as a little more of a mature band.
After a rocky start, the two say
they felt very comfortable with
each other, not only as fellow
See FANGS | Page 8

music of Stevie Wonder
and Aretha Franklin. $25
for reserved seating.

Go to bgnews.com
to read the movie
review of "Frost/
Nixon."
THEY SAID IT
"I love California,
practically grew up
in Pheonix."
-Dan Quayle

Bowling Green bets for big bucks with customer-friendly Keno
By Laura Ut Caracdolo
Pdae Reporter

fill out a little board and claim your
money if you win.
Popular Main Street restaurant
Why do people play the lotto? Easy Street CafiS offers customers a
chance to play Keno.
Because of the chance to win big.
The increasingly popular game
The game is located downstairs
Keno is showing up in more bars in the restaurant, but owner Vic
and restaurants bringing in gam- Pirooz believes the game would
bling fans to take a stab at the do better upstairs where Grumpy
Dave's pub is located and hopes
game.
Kenoissimple.Itisa game much when summer begins it will be
like Bingo There are 80 numbers available there as well
"The popularity of the game is
and players can bet on three to
20 numbers depending on where growing here," Pirooz said. "We
the game is played. After all the have about 25 to 30 regulars who
players have placed their wagers, come in primarily to play Keno.
the venue draws 20 numbers at They sit at the bar, get something
random. The more numbers the to eat and gamble."
player marked that are picked, the
Easy Street Cafe has a lottery
more money they will win. It's as machine securing the restaurant
simple as that All you have to do is with an existing gambler base.

Every Monday night, every table
spending $ 10 or more gets a dollar
scratch off. However, Keno is an
exciting game, allowing customer
interaction with the board and the
screen. The extra involvement is
more appealing.
Pirooz said a few people have
won $144 and could have won
bigger if they had bet more than
$1.
"The payoff isn't going to be as
high unless you're waging more
money," Pirooz said. "The biggest
winner was for $400. It's harder
though for a full-service sit-down
restaurant to be successful Keno
holders as opposed to a bar with
big screens where people can sit
around, have a few beers and play
the game. Those places are doing

"The popularity of the game is growing here.
We have about 25 to 30 regulars who come
in primarily to play Keno. They sit at the bar,
get something to eat and gamble."
\nt Pi'ooz | Easy Street Can
much better than us."
people play the game each day.
Another restaurant in town
"Customers come in. start eating,
offering the game is Frickers
see the games and it's just one of
11MMtcd on East Wboster Street, those things you watch and say
the restaurant has had Keno since 'I'm going to try it,'" Polutnik said.
it came out
"We have everything the lottery
The game is shown on all of offers hen-, but you can get megathe televisions and is growing in millions and lotto tickets from
popularity every week.
See KENO | Page 8
Frickers General Manager Frank
Polutnik says around 75 to 100
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and stuff," Bambi said. "Nowadays
people just rail me a stripper."
I'or Storm Anderson, named
after the famous baseball player
Storm Da\is, it is people's comments about her having a sister
named I iglitning or people asking
if she was Ixini on a rainy day that
annoy her.
"I was Ixirn on Earth Day and
people ask, Did you know you
were going to be moody?'" Storm
said.
Sarah Shamrock Showier decided In high school she wanted to go
by her middle name because there
wen- so many other Sarahs in her
school. Now siie doesn't see herself
going back.
"It truly makes me stand out, and
I am more likely to be remembered," said Shamrock, whose
middle name is Shamrock because
she was bom on St. Patrick's Day.
lor Sundeep Mutgi, it is living
in America that makes his name
interesting.
"In India |my namel is pretty
common," Sundeep said. "But
people remember me a lot easier,
it is not your typical John or Tim."
I )espite the jokes or comments
people with unique names receive,
there is an upside to being interesting.
"I really like my name," Geneva
I lodgson, an art education major,

FASHION

FANGS

From Page 7

From Page 7

smooth appearances with confidence, likcability and intelligence.
When going to an interview.
conference or even class, take a
moment to consider il you're giving
the oft the impression you are hoping to get across to your peers.
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Recruiting Event
Tuesday, February 10,2009 • 10 am - 3 pm
Perry Field House
01 N. Mercer Rd., Bowling Green, OH 43403
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Apply online at www.BorderPatrol.gov
Recruiting code: SDTM
For more information, email us al dtmrecruitmenl@cbp.dhs.gov.
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said. "For every joke against my Top 20 Insane
name I get two compliments."
Celebrity Baby
People with unique names
often have to prove their identity Names
through an l.D. or licenses.
"One time I got pulled over due 20 Kal-el. child ol Nicolas Cage
to a random check," Sundeep said. 19. Pilot Inspektor. child of Jason
"I told the officer my name, and he Lee
didn't believe me. I had to show 18. Fifi Trixibelle. child of Bob
him my license because he want- Geldof and Paula Yates
17. Apple, child of Gwyneth Paltrow
ed to make sure I wasn't lying."
While having an interesting and Chris Martin
name might raise eyebrows or 16 Coco, child of Couleney Cox
jokes from friends, being unique and David Arqaette
15. Kyd, child of David Duchovny
sets people apart from the crowd.
"I used to Iwant to change my and Tea Leoni
namel," Storm said. "But now, I 14. Sage Moonblood. child of
realize my name is unique and Sylvester Stallone
13. Destry. child of Steven Spielberg
original."
For Bambi, having a unique 12. Maddox. adopted child of
name helped her grow as a per- Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt
11. Memphis Eve. child of Bono
son.
"I think tin namel in a way 10. Ocean, child of Forest Whitaler
made tne a stronger person," she 9. Prince Michael ll/Blanket, child of
said. "I love it. 1 always have to tell Michael Jackson
8. Rocket Rodriguez, child of Robert
my story."
Sundeep just likes the fact that Rodriguez
1. Blue Angel, child of The Edge
he is different from everyone else.
(from U2)
"It is great to be more memo- 6. Audio Science, child of Shannyn
rable and great not to fit into the Sossamon
crowd with everyone else," he said. 5. Moon Unit, child of Frank Zappa
I lowever, there are some down- 4. Diva Thin Muffin, child of Frank
sides to having an interesting Zappa
name.
3. Moxie Crimefighter. child of Penn
"The bad thing is my name Jillette
doesn't go with a lot of other last 2. Tu Morrow, child of Rob Morrow
names," Stonn said, in reference
to getting married and changing 1. Jermajesty, child of
her last name. "I remember think- Jermaine Jackson
ing, this isn't going to go with anyCompiled from www.cracked.com/
thing."

gas stations or convenience stores.
People are coming in here for the
sole purpose to play Keno, and we
have regulars who come in to play
two or three times a week"
Polutnik said there have been
multiple days when someone has
won about S3IX) at a time. The largest winning they've ever had was
when a customer won $1200 in
one day.
"People come in and get interested and try it for the first time,"
Polutnik said "They'll ask questions, and I'll explain it to them and
tell them to give it a shot."
The lottery is going to be from 5
- (I p.m. at Flickers March 3 to introduce Keno to the public. There will
be tee T-shirts, Msbees and coupons lor the game.
Though there are many
enthusiasts who enjoy Keno,
there are some people who
aren't that crazy about the
game.
Senior Scott Wasilko is an avid
online poker player and has a lot
of gambling experience. I le's even
taken a few short trips to Ciinada to
gamble at the casinos. Wasilko's not
a huge fan of keno, but has played
em nigh to know the ins and outs of
the simple game.
"for any gambler the thrill of
winning big is right around the
comer," Wasilko said. "Keno gives
the players something else to do
while they're out having a drink
or getting something to eat. It's an
added form of entertainment on
top of the entertainment you're
already getting by being out with
your friends."
Wasilko refers to Keno as a "game

musicians, but also as friends.
They are still attempting to
catch their stride, or even figuring out what their stride is,
Peterson said.
The two collaborate with
each other when writing music
melodies and pull a lot of lyrics
from Peterson's dream journals
and some of his poetry.
"I think it helps that we're not
'music theory freaks,'" Wandtke
said.
She swears the idea of their
self-reaching unprofessionalism makes them who they are.
The upbeat "The Lustful"
and the political "Black Market"
earn the most feedback from
the crowd, and although their
lyrics can be a bit harder to
understand, both band members feel better when they are
left unexplained and open
to interpretation. Fangs Out,
which comes from the WWII
catchphrase which they found
after searching around for
awhile on the Internet, are sure
to play these two songs tonight
of luck" and wouldn't recommend
playing.
"It's a sucker's game," Wasilko said.
"It's like playing the Ohio Lonery.
Your chances of winning aren't that
good especially if you're trying to
Win big. Even if you're only playing
for a dollar or two it adds up, so
in the long run you'll most likely
come out on the short end of the
stick unless you hit really big."
However, Wasilko said that if
you're hanging out and want to
throw in a dollar or two for fun,
that this is the game to do it on
because it's easy and anyone can
figure it out.
"Unlike other casino games, Keno
involves no skill," Wasilko said. "So
if you're just looking to gamble for
fun, you don't need to know much
to play."
Stop in at Easy Street, Flickers or
any oilier restaurants or bars carrying Keno and try it out for yourself
You could be the hicky winner.
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and said a new song will be
performed as well.
The show starts at 9 p.m.
with fellow bands Hot Damn,
A Gun For Hire, HMNLCD and
Human Cargo.
Although they have been
staying local, playing venues
in Bowling Green and Toledo,
they are looking to expand out
to the Cleveland and Detroit
areas. Dreams of becoming
famous and touring all over the
world are held in their minds,
but as of now, the small venues
are just fine.
"I mean, I don't want to be
a sell-out, but if someone
offered me a bunch of money
..." Wandtke explained. "I mean,
isn't the goal to become rich
and famous?"
These days, getting enough
money to buy a new microphone gets them excited. They
are still awaiting the moment
they can buy legs for their drum
set, which currently does not
have any. They said they are
yearning for the day they do
not have to use cinderblocks
or Wandtke's sister, Stephanie
to keep the set from rolling off
the stage.

On the Record
What are you listening to on
your music player?

Bud Wolfram, Senior
Parma, Ohio
1. Tool — "Eulogy"
2. Bob Marley - "No Woman.
No Cry"
3. Stone Temple Pilots — "Down"
4. Prince — "Purple Rain"
5. Deftones — "The Chauffuer"
"All of the songs are by great
musicians, and it's a nice variety
of different styles of music. Also,
Tool is the greatest band ever,
and if you don't like Prince, you
don't count!"

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com
nals

by «oppmg them

Student Housing
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119 Clay St. - $685

1

730 Elm St. - $615

}

316 Ridge St. - $705

'

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1
'

• Large two bedroom
duplexes/houses

SPORT
SIDELINES

BASKETBALL
Jakubowski and
Larson honored

[IHANMAGOC

Falcon men's basketball'

■•■fHGNfAS

FAST SUCCESS: Vicky Yu came ro the Falcons with high expectations and has lived up to them thus lat

players Joe Jakubowski
and Marc Larson have been
named to the ESPN The
Magazine College Sports
Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA) Academic
All-District Team. The two
were both selected to a
regional team of five.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued updates on all
your favorite Falcon teams.
Yesterday, we posted a highlight video and a photo slideshow from Wednesday nights

EtHANM»GOC

!■•..'.

FAR FROM HOME: Vicky Yu stands before the American Flag in an early season meet.

basketball game. Also, look
for the first of a 22 part series
on all the recruits in the 2009

Freshman Vicky Yu has traveled thousands of miles to find success in BG

recruiting class. Additionally,
we will be live blogging both
away basketball games this

By John Lopez
liter

weekend.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
at Northern Michigan: 7:35 p.m.
Swimming:
vs. Buffalo; 5 p.m.
Track and Field:

It takes aboul $1,300 and 23 hours for
freshman swimmer Vicky Yu to catch
a flight homo to her native Shenyang,
China, rhank goodness she has found a
second home in the pool at the Bowling
Green NatatcuUim.
Whereas potential' can only get you
so far in Div. I college athletics, thus fat
in her Falcon career. Yu has demonstrated a stark ability in .surpass everyone's
already high expectations.

But all the talent in the world doesnoi
make it easy to he thousands of miles
.Ural from everyone and everything you

vs. Central Michigan; 5 p.m.

TOMORROW

know,

Women's basketball:

"I miss my family and li sends," 'I u said.
"And my parents miss me so much."
leu 'in. whose second language is
English, it was a struggle to communicate effectively at times. I hat was until
she met teammate |en lleatty, a freestyle
spec ialist who was quick to befriend Vu.
Within a mattei ol weeks the two

at Western Michigan; .12 p.m.
TV: ESPNU
Swimming:
vs. Akron; 1 p.m.
Tennis:
vs. Xavier; 1 p.m.

"I recruited Vicky to be a MAC champion.
You can't replace [senior] Alisha Yee, but Vicky
has all the potential to achieve all the great
things Alisha had done."
Vtk Howiitd I As:

became roommates and practically
inseparable.
"I try to help her explain things to
people," Beam said. "I also try to help
her with school work."
The good deeds have not gone unnoticed by Yu.
"She is my best Iriend," Yu said speaking of Bealty "She helps me a lot."
As for her performance in the pool, Yu
did not pick tip the sport until she was :i
years old.
"I first learned to swim at a municipal
swimming program," Yu said. "My lir-i
stroke was the backstroke but when I
was 13,1 switched to fly."

And fly she does. Yn was dominant
from the stan, catching everyone by
storm, including the opposition.
At her first ever dual meet against
Mid-American Conference powerhouse
Eastern Michigan, the freshman left
her competition in the dust winning
two events and finishing second in her
third.
I'ossibly more impressive was the
short time between her last two races.
Yu was touched out at the wall in the
100-yard butterfly race, but only had to
wait 10 minutes for revenge as she was
back in the pool .swimming away from
her challengers and whining the 400-

individual medley by nearly a second.
"Unlike the MAC championships
where swimmers gel a mandatory 15
minute rest between swims, there is
no set time between dual meets," said
assistant coach Mark I loward.
that hasnt stopped the coaching
from pushing Yu to her limits: after
all they do have high expectations.
"I recruited Vicky to be a MAC champion," Howard said. "You can't replace
jseniorl Alisha Yee, but Vicky has all the
potential to achieve all the great things
Alisha had done."
Pushed for any possible shortcomings in Yu's abilities, Howard smirked
and conceded that they are working to
improve the freshman's breathing pattern.
"She has struggled with her breathing
in the past, but Vicky has been able to
improve on that this season." I loward
said.
See YU | Page 10

Gymnastics:
vs. Kent State; 4 p.m.
Men's basketball:

Hockey set for crucial road series

at Central Michigan: 7 p.m.
Hockey:

By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

at Northern Michigan: 7:35 p.m.

SUNDAY
Tennis:
vs. Cincinnati; 12 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1958-Ted Williams'
$135,000 contract makes him
the highest paid ballplayer.

GRITTY: Uuni Prochaska leads the

STEPPING: Otis Polk has stepped in lot the

Fakons in points and rebounds.

Fakons in the past few games

The List

University basketball
squads head to Michigan

In another sports filled
weekend, here are the top
five sports to watch:

1. Basketball: Both the
men and women will travel
to Michigan to try and keep
their winning streaks alive.
2. Hockey: The icers
have a crucial series for
their home playoff hopes
in Northern Michigan.

3. Gymnastics: Its
Alumni Day at Anderson
Arena.

4. Swimming: The
team has two home dual
meets.

5. Tennis: BG has two
hojne meets this weekend.

M

Sexton

The BG hockey team is start- P'~ t"fll 's second in
J theCCHAin
ing to see its hopes for home
ice advantage during the first
round of the playoffs slipping
away.
I be falcons, in 11th place in weekends of the season will
the Central Collegiate Hockey become even tougher.
Association standings, are six
"It's a real critical time of the
points behind the two eighth year," said coach Scott Paluch.
place teams — Lake Superior "All four teams that are playing
and Northern Michigan.
need these points in a big way."
Fortunately for the Falcons,
Speaking of big, the Falcons
Marquette, Mich., is exactly will he playing on a larger ice
where they will face off tonight surface at Northern Michigan,
and tomorrow at 7:35 p.m. the first series they've done
against the Wildcats.
so since traveling to Alaska in
Win two games, and BG will October, Paluch said there are
keep pace with the teams it certain ways his team must
needs to pass to secure that cov- adapt their style to the larger
eted eighth seed or above.
surface this weekend.
But if they take away two
"We're dealing with an extra
points or less, the final three 15 feet as far as coming out of

MB
/ff

r*> vfl

Brandon
Svendsen
Has anchored the
top line for BG
this season

corners," Paluch said. "The puck
carrier could have the puck for
a little more (time and space]
than he would in our arena."
Falcon goaltender limmy
Spratt was successful earlier this
season on Alaska's larger surface,
stopping all 30 of Alaska's shots
on Oct. 24 for a 1 -0 shutout.
Paluch will likely go to his
senior netmindcrforat least one
game against the Wildcats.
"limmy was very good up
there." Paluch said. "Obviously
limmy was terrific on Saturday
lagainst Miamil. so he's feeling
pretty confident."

•
By Jason Jonas
Assistant Sports Editor

With one month to go until the
Mid-American Conference tournament, both BG basketball
teams have been going streaking.
The men's win streak now
stands at a season high four
games, while the women's streak
stands at an outstanding 19
games.
Both teams will be heading to
Michigan tomorrow, the men for
a in,in Imp wit In enl 1.11 Michigan,
and the women for a matchup
with Western Michigan.
The men will try to stretch theii
win streak to five games, in doing

so, stretch their road win streak
to three games.
Things have turned around in
a good way for the falcons as of
late. BG will enter the game with
a record of 12-9 (5-3 MAC).
The Falcons currently are in
fourth place in the MAC East
division. Their 5-3 conference
record, while middle of the road
in the Bast, would have them in
first place in the West division.
That's the division Central
Michigan currently resides.
The Chippewas will enter the
game with a record of 6-14 (3-5),
currently third place in the West
See HOOPS | Page 10

Positive drug tests may not haunt Bonds
By Paul Ellas
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal
judge overseeing Barry Bonds'
criminal case said her "preliminary thoughts" are to exclude
from trial three positive drug
tests, though she's inclined to
keep a recorded conversation
between Bonds' personal trainer and former personal assistant discussing steroid use.
U.S. District Judge Susan
Illston said during an eviden-

tiary hearing yesterday that she
was leaning toward excluding
the results seized by investigators during a BA1.C.0 raid
unless there is direct testimony tying the urine samples to
Bonds. She is not expected to
issue her ruling yesterday.
Bonds is charged with lying
to a December 2003 grand
jury when he said he never
knowingly used performanceenhancing drugs. Me pleaded
not guilty to the charges earlier yesterdav, then stayed for

the hearing, sitting quietly at a
table with six lawyers for about
an hour.
According to court documents, Bonds tested positive
on three separate occasions in
2000 and 2001 for the steroid
methenelone in urine samples;
he also tested positive two of
those three times for the steroid nandrolone.
The test results were seized
See TRIAL | Page 10
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simple aversion ma) have worked
had Mills not hijacked a cai from
,i team ol set uiity guards in die
beginning of the scene,
As long as you're willing to
suspend a large amount ol dis
belief, "Taken" is a non-stop thrill
it succeeds almost endrerj
al the hands of Us powerful lead
ai tor. While then' are moments of
M esons performance dial would
make lack Bauer proud, this Is one
film thai will have trouble holding
upon repeal viewing*

Letter Grade: B-
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4im&*stm

napped for slave trafficking. Now
the only person capable ol Bndins
them K the last person kim talked
HI: herfather.
\s his (oumey takes him back
into Uie familiar world of crime
and espionage, Mills becomes the
one-man army whofefuflj capable
ni carryingan otherwise mindless
action stoty I uckOji the oharai ret
;■ portrayed In an actor who can
make arq character seem &e they
came straight from reality With
I iam Neeson as the driving force
ol the Sim, it's easy to overlook die
firms man; problems.
i ikeoneofthefewpoorepisodefi
the uninspired moments
ui Taken" feature imperfect writing skills, n liappens when a logical
direction or common sense is sacrificed for a quick development ol
the plot Bar instance, when Mills
is chasing a suspect through the
streets of Paris, causing massive

ducen of the
have stolen a
m the playbook ol the hit

new ilii

NAMES
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Critic gets 'taken' for
a thrilling ride

Rated PG-13 for intense
sequences of violence.
material, sexual content, some
drug referen*-'
language
Runtime 93 min.
iam Neeson.
Maggie Grace and
F.itnke Janssen
Directed by Pierre Morel
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tt rem tuflher into the spotlight
"The Quilt" on the other hand is a stylistic
mess. In some instances they seem like the
"same old" Gym Class Heroes that we listeners have become accustomed lo such
as live instrument loops and refreshingly
different lyncs. 1 his has stayed consistent
ii songs such as "Catch Me If You Can"
dixi Dmk Txt Rrrieo."
I he first track "Guilty As Charged" opens
the doa, which was only opened for label
head Pat«k Stump (of Fal Out Boy) to
shafe vocal duties no* with British R&B
aitist Estefle. It seems that these heroes ,
have more friends than we thought
as this becomes the watermark of the
album Other songs are littered with guest
appeaiances such as Busta Rliymes, the
Dream. Dary. Hall and Die (ol Cool &
Die). These guests seem fairly unwelcome
tt times. Songs i*e "live a Little" and "No
Place to Run' allow Travis and guitarist
Drshaslii Lumumba -Kasonga the ability to
Hen then vocal muscles
Unlike it's name sake "The OuJt" does
not have a consistent pattern, but is a
conglomeration ol possible directions that
the Gym Class Heroes could go sewn
'

.;
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My suggestion would be to enioy the few
gems on the afcum such as "Blinded by
the Sun* which Stump has a guest appearance at the end sampling Corey Hart's
"Sunglasses At Night" and 'Don't TeH Me
It's Over" This afcum shows growth but
nothing thai stick together
One can love "The Quilt" for certain parts, '
but not for the body of wort Better luck
ne«t time boys

and stuff." Bambi said. "Nowadays
people just call me a stripper."
For Storm Anderson, named
after the famous baseball player
Storm Davis, it is people's comments about her having a sister
named lightning or people asking
if she was bom on a rainy day that
annoy her.
,
"I was bom on Earth Day and
people ask, 'Did you know you
were going to be moody?'" Storm
said.
Sarah Shamrock Showier decided in high school she wanted to go
by Iter middle name because there
were so many other Sarahs in her
school. Now she doesnt see herself
going back.
"It truly makes me stand out, and
I am more likely to be remembered," said Shamrock, whose
middle name is Shamrock because
she was born on St. Patrick's Day.
For Sundeep Mutgi, it is living
in America that makes his name
interesting.
"In India |my name is pretty
common," Sundeep said. "But
people remember me a lor easier.
It is not your typical John or Tun."
Despite the jokes or comments
people with unique names receive,
there is an upside to being interesting.
"I really like my name," Geneva
Hodgson, an art education major,

FASHION
From Page 7
smooth appearances with confidence, likeability and intelligence.
When going to an interview,
conference or even class, take a
moment to consider if you're giving
die off the impression you are hoping to get across to your peers.

KENO
From Page 7

gas stations or convenience stores.
People are coming in here for the
sole purpose to play Keno, and we
have regulars who come in to play
two or tliree times a week."
Polutnik said there have been
multiple days when someone has
won about $300 at a time. The largesr winning they've ever had was
when a customer won $1,200 in
one day.
"People come in and get interested and try it for the first time,"
Polutnik said. "They'll ask questions, and I'll explain it to them and
tell them to give it a shot."
The lottery is going to be from 5
- 8 p.m. at Flickers March 3 to introduce Keno to the public. There will
be free T-shirts, Frisbees and coupons for the game.
Though there are many
enthusiasts who enjoy Keno,
there are some people who
aren't that crazy about the
game.
Senior Scott Wasilko is an avid
online poker player and has a lot
of gambling experience. He's even
taken a few short trips to Canada to
gamble at the casinos. Wasilko's not
a huge fan of Keno, but has played
enough lo know the ins and outs of
the simple game.
"For any gambler the thrill of
winning big is right around the
comer," Wasilko said. "Keno gives
die players something else to do
while they're out having a drink
or getting something to eat. Ifs an
added form of entertainment on
top of the entertainment you're
already getting by being out with
your friends."
Wasilko refers ro Keno as a "game

said. "For every joke against my Top 20 Insane
name 1 get two compliments."
Celebrity Baby
People with unique names
often have to prove their identity Names
through an I.D. or licenses.
"One time 1 got pulled over due 20. Kal-el. child of Nicolas Cage
to a random check." Sundeep said. 19. Pilot Inspektor. child of Jason
"I told tire officer my name, and he Lee
didn't believe me I had to show 18. Fifi Trixibelle, child of Bob
him my license because he want- Geldof and Paula Yates
17. Apple, child of Gwyneth Paltrow
ed to make sure I wasn't lying."
While having an interesting and Chris Martin
name might raise eyebrows or 16. Coco, child of Courteney Cox
jokes from friends, being unique and David Arqdette
15. Kyd. child of David Duchovny
sets people apart from the crowd.
"I used to Iwant to change my and Tea Leoni
namel," Storm said. "But now, I 14 Sage Moonblood. child of
realize my name is unique and Sylvester Stallone
13. Destry. child of Steven Spielberg
original."
For Bambi, having a unique 12. Maddox. adopted child of
name helped her grow as a per- Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt
11. Memphis Eve. child of Bono
son.
"1 think |my name] in a way 10. Ocean, child of Forest Whitaker
made me a stronger person," she 9. Prince Michael ll/Blanket. child of
said. "1 love it. I always have to tell Michael Jackson
8. Rocket Rodriguez, child of Robert
my story."
Sundeep just likes the tact that Rodriguez
7. Blue Angel, child of The Edge
he is different from everyone else (from U2)
"It is great to be more memo- 6. Audio Science, child of Shannyn •
rable and great not to fit into the Sossamon
crowd with everyone else," he said. 5. Moon Unit, child of Frank Zappa
However, there are some down- 4. Diva Thin Muffin, child of Frank
sides to having an interesting Zappa
name.
3. Moxie Crimefighter, child of Penn
"The bad thing is my name Jillette
doesn't go with a lot of other last 2. Tu Morrow, child of Rob Morrow
names," Storm said, in reference
to getting married and changing 1. Jermajesty, child of
her last name "I remember think Jermaine Jackson
ing, this isn't going to go with anyCompiled from www.cracked.com/
thing.''

FANGS
From Page 7

musicians, but also as friends.
They are still attempting to
catch their stride, or even figuring out what their stride is,
Peterson said.
The two collaborate with
each other when writing music
melodies and pull a lot of lyrics
from Peterson's dream journals
and some of his poetry.
"I think it helps that we're not
'music theory freaks,'" Wandtke
said.
She swears the idea of their
self-reaching unprofessionalism makes them who they are.
The upbeat "The Lustful"
and the political "Black Market"
earn the most feedback from
the crowd, and although their
lyrics can be a bit harder to
understand, both band members feel better when they are
left unexplained and open
to interpretation. Fangs Out,
which comes from the WWII
catchphrase which they found
after searching around for
. awhile on the Internet, are sure
to play these two songs tonight
of luck" and wouldn't recommend
playing.
"It's asucker's game,"Wksilko said.
"It's like playing the Ohio Lottery.
Your chances of winning aren't that
good especially if you're trying to
win big Even if you're only playing
for a dollar or two it adds up, so
in the long run you'll most likely
come out on the short end of the
stick unless you hit really big."
However, Wasilko said that if
you're hanging out and want to
throw in a dollar or two for fun,
that this is the game to do it on
because it's easy and anyone can
figure it out.
"Unlike other casino games, Keno
involves no skill." Wasilko said. "So
if you're just looking to gamble for
run, you don't need to know much
to play."
Stop in at Easy Street Frickers or
any other restaurants or bars carrying Keno and try it out for yourself
You could be the lucky winner

and said a new song will be
performed as well.
The show starts at 9 p.m.
with fellow bands Hot Damn,
A Gun For Hire, HMNLCD and
Human Cargo.
Although they have been
staying local, playing venues
in Bowling Green and Toledo,
they are looking to expand out
to the Cleveland and Detroit
areas. Dreams of becoming
famous and touring all over the
world are held in their minds,
but as of now, the small venues
are just fine.
"I mean, I don't want to be
a sell-out, but if someone
offered me a bunch of money
..." Wandtlxe explained. "I mean,
isn't the goal to become rich
and famous?"
These days, getting enough
money to buy a new microphone gets them excited. They
are still awaiting the moment
they can buy legs for their drum
set, which currently does not
have any. They said they are
yearning for the day they do
not have to use cinderblocks
or Wandtke's sister, Stephanie
to keep the set from rolling off
the stage.

On the Record
What are you listening to on
your nwk oUyr?

Bud Wolfram, S.nior
Parma, Ohio
1. Tool — "Eulogy"
2. Bob Martey — "No Woman.
No Cry"
3. Stone Temple Pilots - "Down"
4. Prince — "Purple Rain"
5. Deftones — "The Chauffuer"
"All of the songs are by great
musicians, and it's a nice variety
of different styles of music. Also,
Tool is the greatest band ever,
and if you don't like Prince, you
don't count!"
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SIDELINES

BASKETBALL
Jakubowski and
Larson honored

ETH»NMAGOC I THEBGNEWS

Falcon men's basketball'
players Joe Jakubowski
and Mate Larson have been
named to the ESPN The
Magazine College Sports
Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA) Academic
All-District Team. The two
were both selected to a
regional team of five.

FAST SUCCESS: Vicky Yu came to the Falcons with high expectations and has lived up to them thus far

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued updates on all
your favorite Falcon teams.
Yesterday, we posted a highlight video and a photo slideshow from Wednesday night's
basketball game. Also, look
for the first of a 22 part series
on all the recruits in the 2009
recruiting class. Additionally,
we will be live blogging both
away basketball games this
weekend.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
at Northern Michigan: 7:35 p.m.
Swimming:
vs. Buffalo: 5 p.m.
Track and Field:
vs. Central Michigan; 5 p.m.

TOMORROW
Women's basketball:
at Western Michigan; .12 p.m
TV: ESPNU
Swimming:
vs. Akron; 1 p.m.
Tennis:
vs. Xavier; 1 p.m.
Gymnastics:
vs. Kent State; 4 p.m.
Men's basketball:
at Central Michigan; 7 p.m.
Hockey:
at Northern Michigan; 735 p.m.

ETH4N MAGOC
FAR FROM HOME: Vicky Yu stands before the American Flag in an early season meet

Freshman Vicky Yu has traveled thousands of miles to find success in BG
By John Lopez

"I recruited Vicky to be a MAC champion.

lOitei

II takes about $1,300 and 23 hours fa
freshman swimmer Vicky Yu to catch
a (light home to her native Shenyang,
China. I hank goodness site has found a
second home in the pool at the Bowling
Green Natatorlum.
Whereas potential' can onrj get you
so fax In Div. I college athletics, thus fai
in tier Falcon career. Yu has demonstrated a stark ahUit) ro sui[>ass everyone's
already high expectations.
But all the talent in the world does not
make it easy to he thousands ol miles
awaj from evetyiwe and every thitig you
know.

' I miss niv family and friends." Yusaid.
"And my parents miss me so much."
i oi 'HI. whose second language is
English, it was a struggle to communicate effective!) ,ii limes. I hat was until
-he met leammate Ion beany, a freestyle
spei i.ilisi who was quick to befriend Yu
within a mattet ol weeks the two

You can't replace [senior] Alisha Yee, but Vicky
has all the potential to achieve all the great
things Alisha had done."
became roommates and practically
inseparable,
"I try to help her explain things to
people. Beatt) said. "I also try to help
her with school work."
I he good deeds hale not gone unnoticed In Yu.
"She is tin best Friend," Yu said speak
ingofBeatty. She helps me a lot."
As lor her performance ill the pool. Y'u
did not pick up die spurt until she was !l
years old.
"I first learned to swim at a municipal
swimming program," Yu said. "My first
siroke was the backstroke but when I
was 13,1 switched to fry."

By Ethan M.igoc
Reporter

SUNDAY

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
ENOCH WU I IHE8GNEWS

ENOCH WU I IHHBG NEVIS

GRITTY: Lauren Piochaska leads the

STEPPING: Olis Polk has stepped in for the

Falcons in points and rebounds.

Fakons in the past few games

The List
In another sports filled
weekend, here are the top
five sports to watch:

1. Basketball: Both the
men and women will travel ■
to Michigan to try and keep
their winning streaks alive.

2. Hockey: The icers
have a crucial series for
their home playoff hopes
in Northern Michigan.

3. Gymnastics: Its
Alumni Day at Anderson
Arena.
4. Swimming: The
team has two home dual
meets.

5. Tennis: BG has two
hojne meets this weekend.

"tinlike the MAC championships
where swimmers get a mandatory 15
minute rest between swims, there is
no set time between dual meets." said
assistant coach Mark I loward.
But that hasn't stopped the coaching
sl.ill I roni pushing Yu lo hci limits;alter
all they do have high expectations.
"I recruited Vicky to lie a MAC champion," I loward said. "You can't replace
[senior! Alisha Yee, but Vicky has all the
potential to achieve all the great ihiiigs
\iisha hail done."
Pushed for any possible shortcomings in Yu's abilities, Howard smirked
and conceded lh.it the) aie working lo
improve the freshman's breathing pal
tern.
"She ha- -iruggled with her breathing
ill the past, hul Vicky has been able lo
improve on that this season." Howard
said.
See YU | Page 10

Hockey set for crucial road series

Tennis:
vs. Cincinnati; 12 p.m.

1958-Ted Williams'
$135,000 contract makes him
the highest paid ballplayer.

And fly .she does. Y'u was dominant
from the start, catching everyone by
storm, including the opposition,
Al her firs! ever dual meet againsl
Mid \inerican Conference powerhouse
Eastern Michigan, the freshman left
her competition in die dust winning
iuu IMIIIS and finishing second in her
third.
Possibly more impressive was the
short time between her lost luo races.
\n was tooi lied out at the wall in the
100-yard butterfly race, bin only bad to
wait 10 minutes for revenge a- site was
back in the pool swimming awaj from
her challengers and Winning the 4(H)-

indiwdiial medic In nearly a second.

University basketball
squads head to Michigan
By Jason Jon»i
Assistant Sports Editor

With one month to go until the
Mid-American Conference tournament, both BG basketball
teams have been going streaking.
The men's win streak now
stands at a sfeason high four
games, while the women's streak
stands at an outstanding 19
games.
Both teams will be heading to
Michigan tomorrow, the men for
amatchupwithCentral Michigan,
and the women for a matchup
with Western Michigan.
The men will try to stretch their
win strenk to five games, in doing
l

so, stretch their road win streak
to three games.
Things have turned around in
a good way for the Falcons as of
late. BG will enter the game with
a record of 12-9 (5-3 MAC).
The Falcons currently are in
fourth place in the MAC East
division. Their 5-3 conference
record, while middle of the road
in the East, would have them in
first place in the West division.
That's the division Centrsl
Michigan currently resides.
The Chippewas will enter the
game with a record of 6-14 (3-5),
currently third place in the West
See HOOPS | Page 10

The BG hockey team is starting to see its hopes for home
ice advantage during the first
round of the playoffs slipping
away.
The Falcons, in 11th place in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association standings, are six
points behind the two eighthplace teams — Lake Superior
and Northern Michigan.
Fortunately for the Falcons,
Marquette, Mich., is exactly
where they will face off tonight
and tomorrow at 7:35 p.m.
against the Wildcats.
Win two games, and BG will
keep pace with the teams it
needs to pass to secure that coveted eighth seed or above.
But if they take away two
points or less, the final three

Brandon
Svendsen
Has anchored the
top line for BG
this season

a Sexton
Is second in
theCCHAin
scoring

^^,1
L, JM
'
CM
i ' ^■H

weekends of the season will
become even tougher.
"It's a real critical time of the
year," said coach Scott Paluch.
"All four teams that are playing
need these points in a big way."
Speaking of big, the Falcons
will be playing on a larger ice
surface at Northern Michigan,
the first series they've done
so since traveling to Alaska in
October. Paluch said there are
certain ways his team must
adapt their style to the larger
surface this weekend.
"We're dealing with an extra
15 feet as far as coming out of

corners," Paluch said. "The puck
carrier could have the puck for
a little more (time and space)
than he would in our arena."
Falcon goaltender liinniy
Spratt was successful eariier this
season on Alaska's larger surface,
stopping all 30 of Alaska's shots
on Oct. 24 for a 1-0 shutout.
Paluch will likely go to his
senior netminder for at least one
game against the Wildcats.
"limmy was very good up
there," Paluch said. "Obviously
limmy was terrific on Saturday
lagainst Miamil, so he's feeling
pretty confident."

Positive drug tests may not haunt Bonds
By Paul Ellas
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A federal
judge overseeing Barry Bonds'
criminal case said her "preliminary thoughts" are to exclude
from trial three positive drug
tests, though she's inclined to
keep a recorded conversation
between Bonds' personal trainer and former personal assistant discussing steroid use.
U.S. District Judge Susan
Ill-ton said during an eviden-

tiary hearing yesterday that she the hearing, sitting quietly at a
was leaning toward excluding table with six lawyers for about
the results seized by investi- an hour.
gators during a BALCO raid
According to court docu
unless there is direct testimo- incuts. Bonds tested positive
ny tying the urine samples to on three separate occasions in
Bonds. She is not expected to 2000 and 2001 for the steroid
issue her ruling yesterday.
methenelone in urine samples;
Bonds is charged with lying he also tested positive two of
to a December 2003 grand those three times for the stejury when he said he never roid n.i ndi o!> me
knowingly used performanceThe test results were seized
enhancing drugs. He pleaded
not guilty to the charges earSeeTWAl|rVl0
lier yesterday, then stayed for
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ijuana scandal hits Japan sumo
By Erie Talmadgr
The Associated Press

rOKYO — Sumo wrestlers with
pol bellies, yes. Sumo wrestlers
with pot? Now that's harder lo
grapple with.
In the past six months, four
wrestlers have heen kicked out
m
i
of the ancient sport for allegedly smoking marijuana, creating the biggest drugs-in-sporls
scandal that lapan has ever
seen.
Although three ol the wrestlers who have been expelled
from the sport were from Russia,
the arrest last week of a 25-year^
old lapanese athlete who goes
KOJI S»S»HARA
by the ring name of Wakakirin
for possession of marijuana has
raised concern that use of the ROCKED: Roho and Habrozan (left) aie two sumo wrestlers kicked out of Japanese sumo
drug may be more widespread (or allegedly using m
than originally thought.
In lapan, sumo wrestlers are younger, stable master was in cials now say they will further
not seen as athletes in the way charge, and discipline was not beef up doping tests for marijuathat baseball or tennis players what it might have been in the na and stimulants. Marijuana is
not considered a performanceare. A photo of U.S. swimming old days.
"In the most recent cases, the enhancing drug.
star Michael Phelps with a marWakakirin reportedly became
ijuana pipe got wide play in the normal connections are not
media here, but nowhere near there anymore," said David interested in marijuana alter
the consternation of the sumo Shapiro, a sumo color com leading about it in magazines
rnentator for broadcasts \iik and seeing others smoking it at
scandal.
The sting of the busts in sumo "Stable masters normally are hip-hop clubs.
Mark liuckton, a sumo col— which only recently intro- your surrogate fathers and now
duced dopi ng tests — was made they are your surrogate stepfa umnist and blogger, said he
all the worse because of the thers. ["here are certain stables thinks the scandal has pretty
breakdown in (span's still rela- where ibis never would have much run its course.
"A lot of these guys are young
tively drug-free environment. happened."
Still, many lapanese believe and single so it could go further,
Marijuana use, in particular,
is rising rapidly despite a stiff that to stain the polity of sumo hut it's not really fair to say it's
punishment — up to five years is to tarnish the heart of lapan a breakdown in discipline in
sumo," he said. "There are 700
in prison for possession.
itself.
Moving quickly to ease men in sumo and the major"We are appalled by his utter
folly." I he Asalii, a major news criticism, the lapan Sumo ity of them don't smoke maripaper, said in an outraged edi- Association, which oversees juana."
In sumo, competitors vie to
torial. "Some young people the professional sport, voted
casually try pot. It is vital that this week to dismiss Wakakirin. push their opponents out of the
we educate them on the risks whose legal name is Miiniclii ring or make (hem touch the
dirt with any part of their bodof this drug from a fairly early Suzukawa.
Many lapanese saw even ies other than the soles of their
age."
More than being simply a that punishment as too light. feel. The wresllers, who can
drug issue, however, the scan- Dismissal — unlike the harsher weigh up to 550 pounds and are
dal has been amplified by the punishment of expulsion from mostly in their 20s, fight in six
fact that it involves one of the the sport — leaves open the 15-day tournaments each year.
Despite its status as Japan's
world's oldest and most tradi- door for Wakakirin to receive
tion-bound sports — and one severance pay, although the national sport, sumo has been
that is solidly rooted in religious Kyodo news agency reported hit with several scandals in
recent years, including persispurification ritual.
that he has opted not to do so.
Sumo wrestlers are expected
"It is hard not to call them tent accusations of bout-fixing,
to live the old-school life of a lenient in this case," said Sports the hazing death of a young
disciple. They wear their hair Minister Ryu Shionoya. "This is wrestler two years ago, and
the antics of its top champion,
in topknots, dress in traditional utterly shameful."
robes and train in communal
Sumo initiated limited drug- a fiery Mongolian who fights
"stables." Their schedules are testing In September after the under the name of Asashoryu.
Asashoryu recently had to
tightly regulated and the word Russian wrestler W'akanoho
of their coaches, who are still was caught by police for alleg- sit out three tournaments as
called "masters," is absolute edly possessing marijuana. Two punishment for skipping a road
wrestlers. Roho and his brother, trip to go home to Mongolia.
and final.
Sumo aficionados like to note Hakurozan, also of Russia, test- He claimed he had an injury,
that former grand champion ed positive and were kicked out but was seen playing a spirited
game of soccer in his homeMusashimaru, of Hawaii, had a of the sport.
10 p.m. curfew.
All three were top-division land. Last month, after winning
But that is changing.
wrestlers, and well-known in the most recent tournament,
The wrestlers at the center of lapan even beyond sumo cir- Asashoryu was warned by sumo
officials for pumping his fists to
the scandal came from training cles.
stables where a new, and often
With Wakakirin's arrest, offi- celebrate.
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and have taken down Hall
State and Western Michigan,
the West's top two teams, at
From Page 9
home.
Nate Miller has emerged as a
division.
Last year's matchup between consistent force for the Falcons
l he two teams ended in an 81-77 offensively, leading the team in
overtime loss for the Falcons.
scoring in all but one of the last
That was a different hunch of six games.
In the wake of a knee injury
Falcons though.
The team taking the floor to Marc 1 arson, center Otis I'olk
for BG tomorrow doesn't even has flourished, Polk has put up
look that much like the team big numbers consistently since
that took the floor at Anderson picking up the slack in Larson's
Arena in November.
absence.
Once a team that lost three
BG will need another road
straight conference games, win this weekend though if
couldn't win on the road and they want to he thought of as
couldn't finish games in the a legitimate MAC title consecond half, these Falcons have lender. They've beaten the best.
Buffalo, but now they have to
turned things around.
Winners of four straight, beat the teams that they should
BG has beaten both Ohio and
beat.
Northern Illinois on the road,
The women will enter

HOOPS
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Nate
Miller
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YU

gression since August," Howard
said. "She has shown major
improvement in all the little
From Page 9
things."
AsfortheMACChampionship
Fortunately for Palcon swimmers and fans, Howard sees later this month, Yu seems
no ceiling for Yu's potential in focused on the task at hand.
"I will be prepared and well
the pool.
"Vicky has had a steady pro- rested," Yu said.

For the rest of the swimmers
competing against Yu at the
MAC championship, those are
not exactly encouraging words.
But before that meet, Yu and
the Falcons will go against
Buffalo and Youngstown State
tonight and Akron tomorrow at
the Rec. Center.

TRIAL

cyst. And you have to drain it.
Oh yeah, it's gnarly.... Hi Benito.
...Oh it's gnarly."
Hoskins: "... Is that why
Barry's didn't do it in one spot,
and you didn't just let him do it
one time?"
Anderson: "Oh no. I never. I
never just go there. I move it all
over the place."
Also during that conversation, Anderson told Hoskins
that "everything that I've been
doing at this point, it's all undetectable," according to the documents.
"See, the stuff that I have ...
we created it," he was quoted
as saying. "And ybu can't, you
can't buy it anywhere. You can't
get it anywhere else."
He added that he was unconcerned about Bonds testing
positive because Marion Jones
and other athletes using the
same drugs had not been
caught doping.
"So that's why I know it works.
So that's why I'm not even trippin'. So that's cool," Anderson
said, according to the transcript.
Anderson's attorney Mark
Geragos said his client will
refuse to testify at trial, so the
transcripts would be the prosecution's chance to introduce
his voice into their arguments.
But Bonds' attorneys argue
his right to confront witnesses
would be violated if his attorneys can't question Anderson
about the recording. The trial
is scheduled to begin March 2,
and lawyers estimate it will last
about a month.

From Page 9
in a 2003 raid on the Bay Area
laboratory Co-Operative, the
headquarters of a massive
sports doping ring shut down
by federal agents. Agents said
they seized numerous results of
blood and urine tests by Bonds,
which prosecutors argue show
the slugger was intimately
involved with BALCO.
Those three positive tests
were some of the strongest evidence the government had in
its effort to prove Bonds knowingly took steroids.
Bonds' lawyers argue there is
no way to know the test results
belong to Bonds because of
shoddy collection, handling
and processing of the urine
samples. A similar chain-ofcustody argument was used by
O.l. Simpson to help win an
acquittal in his murder trial.
Illston and the lawyers didn't
discuss a fourth positive test
seized in 2004 from a lab used
by Major League Baseball to
lest its players during anonymous survey testing in 2003.
The judge also said she was
inclined to let the jury hear a
recorded conversation between
Bonds'.personal trainer, Greg
Anderson, and former personal
assistant Steve Hoskins.
Court documents released
Wednesday revealed Hoskins,
Bonds' childhood friend,
secretly tape-recorded a 2003
conversation with Anderson in
the Giants' clubhouse because

ERIC RISBERG

AP PH0T0

LUCKY MAN: Positive steroid lests for
Barry Bonds (pictured above at his arraignment yesterday) may not be used against
him in a federal perjury trial.

Hoskins wanted to prove to
Bonds' father, Bobby Bonds,
that his son was using steroids.
Anderson and Hoskins, who
were near Bonds' locker, were
discussing steroid injections,
and at one point, they lowered
their voices to avoid being
overheard as players, including Benito Santiago, and others walked by, according to the
documents.
Anderson: "No, what happens is, they put too much in
one area, and... actually ball up
and puddle. And what happens
is, it actually will eat away and
make an indentation. And it's a
cyst. It makes a big [expletive]

Reds sign Jones, Ward to
minor league contracts
CINCINNATI
(AP)
— homers and twice hit 27
Outfielder Jacquc Jones and home runs in a season. Jones
first
baseman-outfielder has a .277 career average
Daryle Ward agreed yester- over 10 seasons.
Ward hit .216 with four
day to minor league contracts with the Cincinnati homers and 17 RBIs in 102
at-bats last season with the
Reds.
Jones hit a combined .147 Chicago Cubs, including a
last season with one homer .145 average (8-for-55) with
and seven RBIs in I IB at-bats. two homers and nine RBIs
lie began the season with as a pinch hitter. Ward has 11
Detroit, which cut him on career pinch-hit home runs
May 5, and then signed two and an overall .263 batting
weeks later with Florida. The average over 11 seasons.
Both are 33 and bat leftMarlins cut Jones on lune 12.
He has 20 career leadoff handed.
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game with a record of 5-14 (1-5
MAC), with their only conference win coming against lowly
Has led the Falcons |gfJ f^B1 Should see
Eastern Michigan.
in scoring five of
?\
-9 increased minutes
The Falcons will likely need
(he last six games
)\ ^ I ovet the next games increased offensive production
from Lauren Prochaska and
Tracy Pontius, and will need
tomorrow's game in Western having an open container of T'ara Breske to step up offenMichigan on a 19 game win liquor in her vehicle.
sively down low. It's unclear yet
sneak high, and the lowest low
later in the day McCoy was who will start in place of McCoy
of the season.
suspended indefinitely for vio- against WMU.
After the Falcons picked lation of team rules.
Tomorrow, both BG basketup their 19th straight victory
McCoy, thought by many to ball teams will be presented
on Tuesday night, a headline be part of BG's big three along with winnable games. A win
appeared in the next day's BG with Lauren Prochaska and for the men would make it five
News reading "Rolling along."
Tracy Pontius, will leave a hole straight, for the women 20
Just hours after The BG News that will need to be filled bv straight.
went to press that night, the the likes of Jen Uhl and Chelsea
Last Saturday the women
Falcons hit their biggest speed Albert, among others.
proved they could overcome
hump of the season.
The Falcons, despite McCoy's adversity on the court, tomor\iki McCoy was cited with absence, will once again be row they have to show they
two counts of operating a vehi- favored to win tomorrow.
can overcome adversity off it
cle under the influence and
The Broncos will enter the as well.

Kellogg's not
planning to
renew Phelps'
sponsorship
deal
PORTLAND, Ore, (AP) — Cereal
and snack maker Kellogg Co.
says it will not renew its sponsorhip contract
with Olympic
swimmer
Michael Phelps
because he has
acknowledged
smoking marijuana last fall.
The Battle Michael
Creek, Mich.- Phelps
based company Could lose
said yesterday
that
Phelps' additional
behavior
— sponsors
caught on cam- due to his
era and pub- pot photo
lished Sunday
— is "not consistent with the image of Kellogg."
The company put Phelps on
boxes of its Frosted Flakes and
Com Flakes.
Phelps has kept the backing of
many sponsors since the photos
surfaced that showed him inhaling from a marijuana pipe.
Ftielps' agent was not immediately available to comment.
Kellogg says its contract witli
Phelps expires at the end of the
month.
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
t.i
Hurry In'
Apartments
Going F»s,!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Police seize files, computer from suspect

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

in 26-year-old Tylenol poisoning case
By Dcnis« Lavoi*
and Russell Contraras
The Associated Press

BOSTON — lames W. I^wis has
a habil of gelling into trouble.
And a knack for gelling out of
it, loo.
He was charged with killing
and dismembering a man in
Kansas City, Mo., in 1978, but
the case was thrown out. He was
jailed on rape charges decades
later in Massachusetts, but went
free when the victim refused to
testify.
And while authorities in
Chicago have long suspected
Lewis was responsible for the
deadly 1982 Tylenol poisonings, the only thing they ever
pinned on him was an extortion
attempt against the maker of the
pain reliever. No one was ever
charged in the seven cyanide
deaths.
Now the FBI says there are
new leads in the Tylenol case
and on Wednesday seized a
computer and boxes of files from
Lewis' Boston-area home. The
mysterious and sudden flurry of
activity has raised hopes of a
long-awaited break in the Sensational 26-year-old case.
"Up until yesterday, I thought
this would never be solved in
my lifetime or ever," said lack
I 1I.I-.IIU whose sister, Mary
McFarland, a 31-year-old moth-

er, died after swallowing poisoned Tylenol.
Exactly why investigators
have suddenly taken so much
interest in the sell proclaimed
"Tylenol Man" is unclear, but the
FBI cited advances in forensic
technology, along with publicity
and tips that came in around the

3

in 2007.

Authorities have refused to
release any further details of
the investigation, including the
whereabouts of Lewis, who is in
his early 60s.
In a space of three days
beginning Sept. 29, 1982, seven
people who took cyanide-laced
Tylenol in Chicago and lour
suburbs died. Thai triggered a
national scare and a huge recall,
and eventually led to the wide
spread adoption of tamperproof
packaging for over the counter
drugs.
Caught alter a nationwide
manhunt in late 1982, Lewis gave
investigators a detailed account
of how the killer might have
done it, and eventually admitted
sending a letter demanding $1
million from the manufacturer
ofTylcnol to "stop the killing."
But he said he was only trying
to exploit the crisis, and denied
he had anything to do with the
deaths. He was convicted of
extortion in 1983 and spent 12
years in prison, getting out in

By Brett Barrouquere

.*:'.:';■:■.'*//V .^

so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
CHARIESKBUPA
TYLENOL POISONINGS: James W Lewis is escoited through Boston's Logan Airport
after being released Irom the Federal Correctional Institution m Oklahoma. Federal agents
on Wednesday searched the home ol a man linked to the fatal 1982 Tylenol poisonings r> the
Chicago area that triggered a nationwide scare and prompted dramatic changes in the way
food and medical products are packaged

1995.
Police Commander Kenneth
(lalinski of the Chicago suburb
of Arlington Heights, where
three of the victims swallowed
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yesterday he is "cautiously optimistic" invest igalors have made
a breakthrough, but would not
elaborate.

at least the second escape in six
months involving an inmate PRISONER ESCAPE: In this undated
being moved by Prisoner photo released by the Philadelphia Police
Transportation Services of Department. Sylvester Mitchell is shown
America LLC. Still, industry Police are searching lot Mitchell, who
critics said the major issue is escaped from the custody of a private
not escapes, but mistreatment prison transportation company en route
of inmates and poor traveling from Fort Lauderdale. Fla. to Philadelphia.
Authorities say 53-year-old Sylvester
conditions.
Authorities searched for Mitchell was being extradited to face
the suspect who escaped late attempted murder charges in Philadelphia.
Wednesday or early yesterday while en route from Tort before hanging up, said yesterLauderdale. ITa. Sylvester day l hat the company had no
Mitchell, 33, was being extra- comment
dited to lace attempted murder
A shackled Inmate escaped
charges in Philadelphia, where in September at Philadelphia
he once lived. He was gone International Airport while
when the van arrived at 3 a.m. in the custody of a Prisoner
Transportation Services guard
yesterday at a police station.
Authorities saiditwas unclear and was captured a week later
howorwhere Mitchell escaped. in I Iklnii Mil.
Other inmates and guards said
[aariq All, 43, formerly of
they don't remember seeing Wilmington, Del., was serving
him alter the van's previous a life sentence for attempted
stop in Annapolis, Md.
murder and a weapons charge.
Prisoner Transportation He was transferred in 1995
Services, based in Nashville, to California and was being
Tenn., says it is the largest U.S. returned to Delaware when he
firm of its type, moving more escaped Sept. 12.
The Delaware Department
than 100.000 inmates nationwide each year. The company of Corrections said at the time
stales on its Web site that its that Prisoner Transportation
agents are highly trained and Services did not notify state
"most have military and/or officials until two days later.
criminal justice backgrounds." The state uses private contrac-A spokesman for Prisoner tors because it Is not authorized
Transportation Services, who lo move prisoners across state
declined to identify himself lines.
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the lethal TytenoTcapsules, said

PHILADELPHIA — A private
prison transportation company lost an attempted-murder
suspect somewhere between
Florida and Pennsylvania,
leading to a search for the
cuffed and shackled inmate
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The Associated Press

Ward said during a visit to Kentucky
yesterday that the agency learned
about 10 days ago that some of
its stockpile of meal kits included
peanut butter affected by the recall.
It sorted through national inventories and pulled out about Kl.tXXI
meals, she said.
The company that produced the
ftxxl kits. Red Cloud lixxl Service
Inc., had earlier identified 530.000
meals that needed to he recalled,
according to a memo posted on
FKMAsWeb site, lint Ward said the
agency learned late Wednesday
that "the f(X)tprint of |thc| national
recall got larger," affecting more
meals that hadn't been included
before.

--"'FREE
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attempted murder suspect

ffffl
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Transportation service loses

recalls of thousands of consumer
products. A Blakeh; Ga, peanutprocessing plant that produces a
fraction of U.S. peanut products is
being investigated in the outbreak.
According to an internal IT-MA
briefing document dated 8 a.m.
yesterday. FEMA has delivered
959,000 meals to Kentucky in the
aftemiath of the ice storm, with
490.000 more on the way over the
next lew days. Arkansas received
468,864, and no more were ex|xvted. State emergency workers then'
identified four trailers containing
the fowl kits but said the kits had
not been distributed.
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25th anniversary of the crime

Emergency meal kits
added to banned
peanut butter list
IDUISVTLLE Ky. — Yesterday, officials warned victims of last week's
ice storm not to eat peanut butter packets from emergency meal
kits distributed by the federal government because they had been
recalled for possible salmonella
contamination.
ThekitswereshippedtoArkansas
and Kentucky to help feed some
of the 1.3 million people left without power for days at the height of
the storm. No illnesses have been
reported and recalls were ordered
out of "an abundance of caution,"
said lay Blanton, a spokesman for
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear.
Beshear had eaten some of the
peanut buner while touring storm
damage and said yesterday he felt
"pretty good."
But people still in shelters
because of the storm weren't so
positive.
"You look foward to them helping
and they're lianding out tilings that
are making it worse," said Rebecca
Schmelz, who was at a shelter in
downtown Greenville with her 6month-old and 6-year-old sons.
She said her family had eaten
several emergency meals but she
did not believe any contained the
peanut butter packets shown on a
Federal Emergency Management
Agency flier warning people about
possible salmonella
"I'm glad tliat my kids don't eat
peanut butter, mat's for sure," she
said.
The salmonella outbreak is suspected of sickening at least 550
people across the country, eight
of whom have died, and led to
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Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Winner of Free rent for the 2009/2010 School Year

Anthony Bryson

meccabg.com
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The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

TALLY THE VOTES:

aqi election officials count ballots liom the c

1 Small viper
2 Routing word
3 Addams Family cousin
4 Arks and crafts
5 Noun-forming suffix
6 Copter starter?
7 Moran and Gray
8 Genghis Khan, for one
9 Compass pt
10 Big __. CA
11 Petty cash?
12 TV sound
13 Movie Butler
18 Bigfoot's Asian cousin
22 Drilling tool
23 French school
24 Unexpected blow
26 As a joke
27 Wage-slave's refrain
28 As written: Let.
30 Sabers, e.g.
31 Even if, for short
35 Frequently, in poems
37 Computer command
38 Swirls a swizzle
40 Transmission element
41 Where some docs
work

. ncial eleclioi

Saturday's balloting, which took place m 14 of the countrys 18 provinces, we to be onnouna i

• «)lidad

Shiites lose ground in elections
By Robert H. Rcid
The Associate: I

BACIIIDAD

— Prime Minister

Nouri al-Maliki's allies swept to
victory over Shine religious par
ties during last weekend's provincial elections in Iraq — a rousing
endorsement ol his crackdown
on extremists, according to official results released yesterday.
The impressive showing which
must be certified by international
and Iraqi observers, places al
Maliki in a strong position before
parliamentary elections late this
year and could holster U.S. confidence that it can begin withdraw
ingmoreofils I ItUXMI troops.
The results were a major blow
to Iraq's biggest Shiite religious
party — the Supreme Islamic
Iraqi Council — which trailed in
every Shiite province including
its base in the holy city of Najaf
Still, the margin of victory in
a number of Shiite provinces

MASCOTS
From Page 1
love today. Freddie's little sister and sidekick.
Each year, two male students
are chosen to fulfill the duties of
Freddie Falcon and two female
students for Frieda. The top nine
male and nine femaleapplicants
will be chosen by Novak and
the current birds from written
applications. After interviews
and an in suit try-out at an official University event, the two
Freddies and two Friedas will
be chosen. The try-out process
lasts about two months and the
new birds will be announced by
mid-April.
The new mascots will shadow
the current birds for the remainder of the year and attend mascot training in the summer.
Novak said that while the
job is literally all about fun
and games, a certain level of

was narrow, indicating the prime
minister's supporters will have to
cut deals with theii rivals in order
to govern.

And al-Maliki's Coalition ol the
Slate nl law gained little tr.ti
lion in Sunni areas, suggesting
that sectarian divisions still play
a major role in Iraqi politics. \l
Maliki is himsclt a Shiite from a
religions party bul Iris blot ran on

a platform against sectarianism.
Some Western
diplomats
believe al-Maliki's biggesl problem now will be lending oil dial

killing 1 I people, according 10
Us. ami Iraqi officials,
I he election commission must
apportion seals on provincial
councils based on the percentages ol ihe vole won by each
partv. a process thai could take
weeks. ( nuiiril members in lurn
eleci the provincial governors.
Al-Maliki's biggest victories
came in Baghdad and Basra,
Iraq's second laigesi city, when'
voters rewarded him for last
spring's offensive (lushing Shiite

militias thai bail ruled the streets

lenges from fellow Shines as well

loi years,

as Sunnis and Kurds
who all
underestimated him two years
ago but now have a strong vested
Interest in curbing his power.
I be elections, I'm ruling coun
cils in l-l of the IH pruviin es,
were the first nationwide balloting since December 2005 and
went oft peacefully, but a suicide
bomber struck yesterda) in an
cihnicallv tense northern town,

ihe election commission
announced that al-Maliki's coalition claimed M> percent ol the
votes in Baghdad, followed by
allies of anti-American Shiite
i leric Muqtada al-Sadr and a
Sunni parly with 9 percent each.
In Basra. al-Maliki's followers
won 37 percent to 11.6 percent
lor ihe Supreme ( ount il, which
maintains lies to both Iran and
ihe United States. Parties linked
10 the Basra militias garnered

From I
provide them with as much aid
as they can."
Divers will be one of 550
volunteers statewide educating Ohio residents on the ben
efits and formalities regarding
financial aid. While walk-ins
are welcomed, Divers recommends students register online
at www.ohiocollegegoalsunday.org for the staff to determine the number of people
attending the event.

Wlthan estimated 300 people
to attend the event at Firclands.
Co-Chair for CGS Morral.ee
Holzapfcl expects 2,000 people to attend throughout Ohio.
an increase of 200 from 2008.
Holzapfel said the seminars
have evolved from lectures in
a room to hands-on experience
while completing the FAFSA
forms in computer labs with
the help from financial aid
advisors.
"We get better and belter
every year on how to target
our promotional materials to
students." I lolzapfel said about
the constant improvement of
CGS. "This is probably the best
resource that is out there and is
just absolutely the critical component of moving parents and
students through the financial
aid process."
After com pleting the form on
Sunday, they will he submitted
electronically through a central
processor and will get notice of
if and how much the students
will receive in financial aid.
Gaining an understanding of
not only the FAFSA forms, but
how financial aid works as a
whole is important for students
and families to know Associate
Director in the Office of Student
Financial Aid Eric Bucks said.
"The people want to know
they are on the right track and
I,
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16
17
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22
25
29
32
33
34
36
39
40
42
43
45

Tel -Jaffa
Throat-clearing sounds
Damage sign
Location
Peter and a Wolfe
Nope
"I Fall to Pieces" singer
Ill-mannered
Going out with
Cambridge sch.
Attack from all sides
Sentimental feeling
Eye doctor
Spock's forte
Mythical birds
Personal question?
Wealth
Wapiti
Be a slacker
Diligent insect
Sailor's Jacket
Capote's nickname

46
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55
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59
61
65
66
67
68
69
70

Opposed to
Check the math
Tee-hee
Spreads insinuations
Stadium levels
Singer Reed
Like a short play
Fires
Nut house
"Jaws" boat
"Foreign Affairs" author
Tried partner
Gray of face
Waste allowances
Checked out
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Service charge
Stir up
Way around
Hankering
Big name in aluminum
Flies high
Took an oath
Funeral info
Assents, asea
For instance
3-letter lunch
Test out
Pool stick
Conditional contraction
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PISRN€LLO'S|
203 N. Main ™"™mM 352-5166
$6.50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4PM

SK ABOUT
UR SPECIALS!
coupon menu at
I « our'.pisanellos.com
C

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

responsibility ami dedication

less than 5 percent

are required.
"I want to gi'i students who
aren't so overly involved so they
can make being a bird .1 prior
ity," Novak said.
The birds are required to be
at every home football, volleyball, hockey aitd men's and
women's basketball games. ( me
bird must also be present at all
away football games and any
championship games, lurinei
Frieda, senior iara McGinnis,
said this means giving up many
weekend nights.

Ihe vote in Baghdad and
Basra was also seen as a repudiation of religious pat lies

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

wideh blamed foi fueling sectarian tension thai plunged the
country to the brink of all-out
civil war three years ago.

Perrysburg lamily needs person tor
laundry, light housekeeping, & meal
prep. Tues & Thurs. 3:30-6:30pm.
S8/hr. apply at: pinjobs@hotmail com

3 person house. 144 S. Summit,
4 BR, 3 baths, $1200/mo. Available
Aug 15-July 31. Call 419-308-2050

Basement Apt.. Near Campus
$350/mo. util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

"It's a really big sacrifice but
it's totally worth it," McGinnis
said. "Hut if your heart's not in
il. it would be a waste of time."
For those interested in applying, applications will be avail
able online and in The Office of
theDeanofStudents,301 BowenThompson Student
Union,
beginning Feb. 14. Questions
can be e-mailed to the current
birds at thebirdst" bgsu.edu.
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doing il correctly.'' Bucks said
about completing the FAFSA
through the right procedures.
Even completing these forms
annually. Bucks said other than
a person who works directly
with financial aid affairs, a per
son will not remember ever)
little detail about the FAFSA.
Bucks makes the comparison
of the FAI s.\ forms in taxes:
every year 1 hey have 10 be done,
and Still many people lake their
information to experts to look
it over, just like what hundreds
ol students will do with their
Financial aid forms.
lust by gaining a sense of
familiarity of tin mc ul aid b
attending (.(IS. Divers leel stn
dents and families can gel a lot
of answers through a valuable
learning experience.
"The end result ol coming to
ibis program is they can listen
to a presentation of financial
aid. ran gct.ansvvcrs to difficult
questions or situations to their
financial circumstances and
know there is help in the room
so they can gel their FAFSA
submitted thai day," Divers
said.
The CGS program is not limited to jusi students attending
Firelands in the fall, the FAFSA
and financial aid process is
nationally known and accepted by most institutions,
This event is happening at
a lime when firclands cam
pus broke its enrollment record

I
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MKII .i- ihosr found in Ik' defamatory,
idlngoi Fine
an ubfed

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Give a Pollyeyes Gift Card!
Call 419-352-9638

Help Wanted
!BARTENDING!uploS300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
lEam Income at Home!
Home Based On-Line Business.
Excellent SS Potential.
Free into- 419-601-5179.
Early learning classroom teachers
wanted, must be in 2nd yr majoring
in ECE and able to do lesson plans.
For more into, contact Perry Harris
at 419-241 -9360 or e-mail at
babydolltreasures@yahoo com
Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up to $ 150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Make up to S75 lor online survey,
student opinions needed
www cashtospend.com

"09-10 SY lew remaining houses.
Large-315 & 321 E Merry,
few 1st semesler leases 09-10,
1 -2 bedroom apis,
cam/rentals com, 419-353-0325
■AVAIL NOW 2 BR apts low as S449
see Cartyrentats com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
1 BR apt close to campus, avail now!
5395/mo + electric, pel friendly.
■ Call 419-708-9981
1 BR apl. S465/mo mcl. util, close lo
BGSU. non-smker pre! Avail 5/1/09
Call 419-352-2104
3 BR apt. 443B N Enterprise- $550.
2 BR house. 819 N. Summit- S4O0.
1 BRapt, 1112 Ridge-$350,
443 N. Enterprise efficiency- $250
Call 419-308-2458
3 BR house $825/mo w/ C/A. W/D,
avail 8/15/09
3 efficiency apis, 1 three room $375
& 1 one room tor $290 avail 5/15.
Call 419-601-3225.
3 BR units, 1/yr lease, avail May '09.
4lh & 5th St
2 BR apts, 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09, 4th St. Pets allowed.
Call 419-409-1110

709 5th Street %
$ IVYWOODAPTS.t
APARTMENTS
•fc- I Bdrms./Studios #
Winlcr Special: I*
Reduced Rent

with 2,'io. > students attending

by calling 372-2651.

THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE AT
CAMP CANADENSIS!
Sleep away camp in the Pocono
Mlns seeks college students to enjoy
the perfect balance ol wo.:. S fun
leaching athletics, water sports, outdoor adventure and Ihe arts.
We will be on your campus in Feb
www canadensis com
info@canadensis.com
Call 800-832-8228

For Rent

r

lire school, surpassing the previous record set in tail 200H by
51 students.
Students with questions
regarding anything financially aid related should visit the
Financial Aid Offices located
on the second floor of the
Administration Building on
the University's main campus.
Students can either schedule
an appointment with the office

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS1
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starts when school is out for summer
lo middle of Aug. Work consists of
operating equipment, including floor
buffers and floor sanding machines.
Also measunng; laying out & painting
game lines, art work 8 applying gym
floor finish. We thoroughly train you
in all phases of work. Job pays S8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week, flex
hours. Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility.
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or fax resume to 419-825-1714.

1 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$535'month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowlinggreen-apts.com

. Near BGSU, private j
patio/entrance, extra
#
storage, pets
*
* welcome, shortterm leases avail.
419-352-7691
EHO

#

***#*****

3/4 BR apl for rent, recently updated,
small pets ok. 619 High St, BG
3 or more unrelated OK
Call 419-308-3525
426 E Woosler. Large 3 BR apt.
great location! Avail. Fall 2009
S950/mo. ulil incl. call 419-352-5882

Highland Management
1 S 2 BR apts for 2009-2010.
Great locations/low sec. dep
Call 419-354-6036, 9-3 M-F or
www.bghightandmgmt.com

426 E Wooster. Lg. 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009, $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours: 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments.com

5BR, 5 person house,
all amenities, close to campus.
$1200/mo 352-1584 or 353-8611

Houses for rent. 4-5 bdrms 2 baths,
Close lo downtown, $1500/mo
419-340-2500

Avail now, newly remodeled hse w/
3 BR. each w/ priv bath & entrance.
Close lo campus. $l075/mo + elec
Call 419-708-9981.

Retired teacher will rent rooms 8
share house, ideal for grad students
or professors Large older BG home.
4 BR's, 2 w/b fireplaces, wooded 1 5
lot, full use of kitchen, laundry, etc.
$300/mo incl util. Call 419-352-5523

Avail Aug 2009. 3 BR house. W/D.
close to univ, 718 3rd St. - $650/mo.
127 Georgia Ave A/C. DArV- $975/m
218 Dill, A/C. W/D, D/W -$1000/mo.
220 Dill. W/D hookup, A/C and
dishwasher- $725/mo.
606 5th St. W/D. A/C - $900/mo
219 N Enterprise - $1400/mo
131 N Church - $750/mo
118 Clay SI. W/D - $900/mo.
202 E. Merry, W/D. A/C, DAW -$1200
Call 419-308-2458

SHAMROCK STUDIOS
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail. Fully furnished. We provide all
util, cable TV 8 high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www.shamrockbg.com
TWO BEDROOM APTS.
Avail. May-August.
Call 419-352-3445, 9am-9pm

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 16, 2009
Limit 2 people Limil 2 cars. Lease 5/16/09

710 Elm St - Three bedrooms $760 00
per month plus utilities Deposit $760 00
Has a washer and dryer Limit 3 people

-5/8/10

Limit 3 cars Lease 5*16/09 ■ 5/8/10

s Two bedrooms $47000
per monlh plus utilities Deposit $470.00

221 S. College Df ■ Three bedrooms.
581600 per month plus utilities Deposit
$816.00 Tenants mow lawn Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars Lease S'16'09 - 5/8/10

710 1/2 Elm St - Three bedrooms, 2
baths $740.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit 5740 00 Has a washer and
dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease
5/16709 - 5/8/10

710 Eighth SI - Three bedrooms. 2 balhs
$960.00 per month plus utilities Deposit
$960.00 Air conditioned, washer and dryer
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/16/09

146 1/2 Manville- One bedroom, upper
unit $420.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $420 00 limit 2 people. Unit 2

-5/8/10

cars Lease 5/16/09- 5/8/10.

720 8 722 Eighth - Two 3 bedrooms
A-frame houses S575 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit 5575 00 Limit 3 people

150Wanvlll«- Two bedrooms, lower
unit $740.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $740 00. Lml 3 people Limit 3

Limit 3 cars Lease 5116/09 - 5/8/10

cars Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10.

517 N. Summit- Three bedrooms. 2 car
garage $1,050.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit51.050.00 Tenants mow lawn

1501/2Minvlll«- One bedroom, upper
unit 5420 00 per month plus utilities.

Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16/09

cars Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10

- 5/8/10.

Deposit 5420 00 Limit 2 people Umil 2

Available August 20, 2009

432 S. College »A - Three bedrooms
5690 00 per monlh plus utilities. Deposit
5690 00. Limit 3 people. Liml 3 cars Has

256 S. College IB - Two bedrooms

washer and dryer Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10

Lease 8/20/09-8/7/10.

432 S. College <B • One bedroom
5480 00 per month plus utilities. Deposit
5480 00. Limit 2 :*ople Limit 2 cars Lease

303 S. Prospect ■ Three bedrooms
5995 per monlh plus utilities Deposit
5995 Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars Lease

8/2(TO9 - 8/7/10

8/20/09-8/7/10

5750 00 per monlh plus utilities Deposit
5750 00 Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

We have many apartments available. Stop In the Rental Office for • brochure
or visit our website for imformatlon:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST |acioss l.om Taco Belli

